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ART 
DEPARTMENT 
BRANCHING 
OUT ••• 
FINALLY 
BY GARYM. REING 
On the far south end of the Ithaca College 
campus below the football field, there is a line of 
connected garages. Housed in this edifice, rather 
than trucks or cars, is the Ithaca College Art 
Department. This is the third home of the Art 
Department in the past ten years. At its inception, 
the Art Department was housed in the 14th fl~or 
of the West Tower and other various locations on 
campus. _ 
Presently with a center in which to base its 
activities, the Art Department has diversified and 
expanded itself to the point where there are 
approximately 300 students participating in art 
courses. The faculty consists of two full time 
professors and three-part time employees. While 
small, this faculty along with student input devised 
a curriculum unique in this country. They have 
only two formal c<lurses for majors. The first, 
which is requirect;-is.in Art Foundations, which is 
basically an introduction to creative processes. The 
other course is Studio Art;, This course offers 
many educational opportunities not available 
elsewhere. Advanced and b_eginning students work 
together, giving them an opportunity to learn from 
e.ach other, instead of only learning from a 
professor. Another feature of this program is that 
the students can work. with any combination of 
media. The ictea is to break down the 
compartment11iz~tion of art. AccordJng Jo_ Mr. 
Richenberg, a professor. in the Art Department, the · 
purpose of this program is to ·'Create the situation 
which would permit maximum freedom··m 
relations to the actualities of the art world today."· 
Another feature of the Art Department is their 
'.\laterial and Equipment Fund. This funct-ena~les 
students to obtain· material for .t~ work that 
would othetwise be too expensive an·d too.hanHo· 
come by. Unfortunately. due to budgetary 
r~strh:tions. this fund has been cut, ·which w.ill 
. affei:t .dh·~rsity · in a· n~gative way. Funds such 8$ 
this might be a possibility for other dep!ift~ents 
i:011ri1111ed on page 2 
December 8. 197'2 
C.M.I.: 
COMPLAINTS 
AND 
CHANGES 
BY BA"RY KING 
The end of the Fall semester is only a couple of 
weeks away, and Catering Management 
Incorporated, the college's newly hired food 
service, has felt the brunt of student complaints 
through the results of two polls. The last poll, 
which was taken at the end of October, showed an 
increasing number of students who· are still 
dissatisfied'with the food service. 
It has been claimed by Dan Alfonso, this 
college's Director of Food Services, that these 
results have not been neglected. Since the study of 
the results of the surveys, it has been pointed out 
to this reporter by Mr. Alfonso that many changes 
have already been made or are in the process of 
being resolved. 
As direct reaction to the survey, one of the first 
changes was that a serious evaluation of the 
menues have been made. There are _now a new set 
of menues, and a student may find in a three week 
period some thirty different sandwiches, and an 
increase i11 those sandwiches more requested by 
students •. 
Many of the complaints have centered around 
the food either being uncooked orconstantlycold. 
The reasons for this have been said to be 
production control and -~l}e need to better educate 
the workers on the handling of their equipment. It 
was also noted that it is hard to maintain correct 
temperatures when you have multiple entree 
menus and very long serving times. When you have 
food that is hot and ready, a person likes to see it 
displayed. Often times, however, there has been no 
one in line when it was ready, and so consequently 
the food would get cold until someone came. The 
CMI Director here has said that while steps are 
being taken to improve this situation, he has never 
seen anyone in the business overcome this problem 
completely. 
One of the foods that seem to be constantly 
-cold, not to mention tasteless, are the hamburgers . 
There have been some great, creative comments on 
the survey .about this: "Those hamburgers at lunch 
Continued on page 3 
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Congress Chairm.an Resigns 
By Ken Holcombe 
Chairman of Student Congress 
Peter Barrett will step down · 
as of this semester's end in 
order to study at Ithaca College 
in London. Barrett anounced 
h1~ forthcoming resignation, 
al Tuesday evening's regular 
meeting of Congress. He was 
~lected · lo the position by the 
members of Congre~s last April. 
Acwrding to the bylaws of 
Congress a new Chairman must 
he clcded hy it~ members the 
week following the 
annount:ement of the position's 
opening. It was argued by several 
members on Tuesday night that 
if an election for a new 
Chairman was not held on that 
night that it would probably 
have to wait for next semester as 
a quorum might not be present 
next week. A motion was 
offered and carried which makes 
the only agenda item on 
Tuesday December 12 the 
election of a new Chairman. 
Nominations for the 
Chairmanship will not be. made 
until the meeting of December 
12. It is no scaet, however, that 
the l w o con tenders for the 
position are Seth Levin and Eliot 
Golub. Supporters of Levin 
claim that his knowledge of 
parliamentary procedure and the 
fact that he chaired the 
committee which drew up the 
constitution and By-Laws o{ 
Congress make him an ideal 
candidate for the job. Levin, 
who is presently Chairman of 
the Activities Committee, has 
. served_ as Co-Chairman of 
Orientation for two years, is 
member of the Steering 
Committee for the Center for 
Individual and Interdisciplinary 
Studies, and is a past President 
of HilleJ. 
· Eliot Golub is presently the 
Vice Chairman of Congress, 
having been appointed by Peter 
Barrett at the beginning of this 
academic year. His supporters 
feel that his experience as Vice 
Chairman tltis year makes him 
an able candidate. Golub is 
currently serving on the Search 
Committee for a Vice President 
of Student and Campus 
Affairs, a postion currently held 
by Acting Vice President Gus 
Perialis. Golub has also served as 
the Treasurer of Hillel for two 
years. 
In other business Tuesday 
niRht the Congress members 
elected Natalie Scholl to 
serve on the Search Committee 
for a new Dean of the Music 
School. Ms. Scholl is a senior 
General Studies major. 
A motion was made to create 
a Committee on Committees of 
Student Congress. The 
committee would study the 
committee structure o{ the 
Congress and.be responsible for. 
recommending changes. The 
motion was tabled until next 
semester. 
Chairman of Activities 
Committee Seth Levin reported 
that his committee 
recommended the recognition 
by Congress of the 
I nterfraternity Council,- the 
Math Club, the Women's 
Coalition, and the fine arts 
magazine proposed by Steve 
Sternberg. The point was raised 
that there might be some 
conflict between the magazine 
and Congress at a later date. 
Sternberg pointed out, however, 
that the magazine would not be 
of a political nature and will 
seek to deal with man as· an 
individual, not as a political unit. 
Both the magazine, and the 
other three organizations were 
recognized. 
The "Every Other Sunday 
Supper Club" is also seeking 
recognition and funding. 
According to Executive Board 
member, Ellie Fisher, the 
purpose of the club is to meet 
every other Sunday eveningfor 
dining and interesting 
conversation. The meetings 
would be open to anyone. The 
food, according to Ms. Fisher, 
would be free up to the point 
where the club's budget could 
. cover costs. Once that point has 
been reached, indi'v:iduals 
would have to pay their own 
way. 
Art DeR,f. Continued from page 1 
another budgetary limitation. A further limitation 
imposed by the budget has been the delayed 
implementation of a graphics course in the 
to look at .1s being an aid to students doing 
original projects in their respective fields. 
Speaking to students in the Art Department, 
one finds mixed views. One outstanding problem is 
the lack of space. To cover tte necessary fields, _a 
lot of space is needed for each student to have a work 
area. Dave Hollowell, a senior Art major, 
remarked "You ha'Ve to make your own space••. A 
problem that has grown out of the space situation 
is the bulk of supplies that the students have to 
carry with them. There are a small number of 
lockers in the building but not enough to 
accomodate all the students. Futhermore, 
concentration is needed to do art work, and with 
people banging with hammers on one side ~f a 
partition, it is hard for a student to do a detailed 
drawing. In order to alleviate these problems, 
majors are given keys to the building so they can 
work al any time of the day. 
As far al the students evaluation of the faculty 
went, all were favorable. Despite the large number 
of students enrolled in art courses, students feel 
that the faculty devotes a good deal of time to 
individual instruction and consideration. There is 
no doullt that the instructors are well versed in 
their fields. Ali have been on exhibition many 
times, most recently Drawing lnstructo! Alan 
Atwell's exhibition at the Munich Olympics. The 
only drawback with the faculty was therr ~mall 
number. While the professors are able to give a 
large amount of personal instruction, the variety 
of courses is lacking, felt some students. 
. Fut her criticisms of the department were 
advanced as to the lack of supplies and equipment 
available for use . It should be noted that this is 
not necessarily the fault of the department but 
department. For the past four years a graphics· 
course has been listed in the college catalogue but 
was not actually offered. According to Mr. 
Salvator·e Grippi, former chairman of the 
department, a graphic course is a requisite in every 
college art department. This absence has been 
partially resolved. Studnets and their parents came 
up with approximately $700 to help finance such 
a course. Today Humanities and Sciences Dean 
Ted Baker, who is also acting chairman of the 
department, pledged $ 1000 to help. set up a 
graphics program. The problem is only partially 
resolved because while this money has been raised, 
'no member of the present faculty' feels able to 
teach the course and the money raised will only 
cover necessary equipment. 
While the Art, Department has expanded to 
service approximately three hundred students, 
fewer Art majors have been accepted recently. In 
past years, there were some sixty or seventy 
applications for A rt majors with · between sixteen 
and twenty- foJJr being accepted. This year with 
over one hundred applications received, only ten 
majors were accepted·. This includes both the BA 
and B.F.A. programs.· 
Despite the difficulties the Art Department has 
had to overcome students have been encouraged to 
participate in the visual arts. Fred Berber, a junior 
TV -R major taking a drawing course that is 
required by his department said .. I would be here 
(J.C. Art D,ept.) if I was a major but I have been 
encouraged to further explore the field." The 
current situation was summed up best by Acting 
Chairman Ted Baker, "Despite the underfinancing 
and understaffing of the department, they are 
doing the best job possible." 
- ~ ;_ · ... -~ ' 
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-i(la Davis Conrl!J'utg from rr J, 
Government. Of course Greg was' one ot· 
S icilliano·s Vice Presidents. and he feels his 
·•act ministration·• is doing even hetter. 
··we have strong college-wide committees which 
have a fair number of students pn them .. , We've 
raised the level of consdousness of administrators 
to the point where they consult students before 
making decisions.'' 
Greg is convinced that I.C. is ·'way ahead of 
other colleges· from my research" in the field of 
decision-making . "In structure we're ahead of 
most other schools in the country. In reality we're 
kind of behind ourselves. We're not utilizing our 
own structure." 
The question often asked by the student is why 
doesn't Student Congress producemore meaningful 
change?Why is the body characterized by a lack 
of innovation'!Greg Davis isn't at all convinced 
that the Congress should be concerned with 
initiating change. "I think our function is to insure 
that the ideas of innovative students are voiced. 
C.ongress should act as a beacon for individual 
students with innovative ideas." Greg is really 
pleased with ring of that last statement. "I'll have 
to remember that, it sounds pretty good." 
When pressed for his opinion of this year's 
Executive Board of Student Congress, Creg grins 
and says "No comment." But that answer won't 
sit well with a few people. "I have to say that 
George (Hester, Vice President of Business and 
Finance) and Jeff (White, Accountant for the 
Executive Board) have done a wonderful job in 
administrating the budget." He thinks about it for 
a minute and decides the txecutive Board has 
done a pretty good job considering the obstacles. 
If there's one thing Greg likes to tallc: about. it is 
himself. "I thing I've fulfilled my duties so far this 
semester.It's my job to execute and implement the 
policies of Student Congress." He points out that 
on Tuesday night he spoke to the Faculty Council 
in an effort to get the grading policy changed ·to 
include plusses and minuses again. "I was 
implementing the action of last year's Congress. 
When the EcJucational Policies Committee went to 
them last year the Congress accepted their 
proposal but stipulated that plusses and minuses 
be retained." 
According to Greg there are two basic schools 
of thought among students concerning grades. 
"Everyone I've talked to said 'I don't give a shit 
about grades' or 'I want plusses and minuses.' Most 
of the students l talk to think grades are bull 
shitty but they realize their importance in 
applying to Graduate School. For someone not 
going to Grad. School grades are ridiculous." 
The tired Student Body President, after a tough -
day-going to classes, meetings, running from the 
Student Union, to Job Hall, to another meeting in 
the Union-is now· massaging his right foot which 
has been denuded of both soclc and shoe. "I've got 
this little toenail that keeps growing into my foot. 
It really fuckin • hurts!" 
Greg has mixed emotions a,bout the _question of 
student apathy at Ithaca College. "Nobody gets 
off their asses unless there's something they want 
to complain about.'' Davis feels that perhaps this is 
an acceptable situation if things are running 
smoothly. "There are vehicles for eTerytbing at 
this stage. Everything that needs to be done is 
being done in committees." He does wish that 
students would take more advant~ of what be 
considers the exceptionally good vehicles for 
action at I.C. He says "I went to the President's 
(Ellis Phillips Jr) Coffe~ Hour. the other day and 
nobody was there but him. We say down and he 
had a cup of coffee .. J don't drink coffee .•. and we 
talked about some business. At any other campus 
you get a ·chance to see the President of the school 
twice-at Orientation and at Graduation. He sits 
there every Tuesday morning from nine until ten 
just waiting for students to come in and tell him 
what's on their minds. .. 
Greg laments the fact that very few ·students 
attend the weekly Congress Meetings. "You•4 
think they'd want to come and see what their. 
representatives are doing.'' He figures thaf maybe 
the representatives should involve their 
constituents in the issues more often. ••some of 
the ·reps just come and I don't know why they. 
come. Only the same five members do· all of the 
talking at each meeting.'' · 
Still rubbing his sore toe, with a look of 
exasperation on his face, Greg says "Well, maybe I 
should go to London next semester.'' 
':.• -... ....... ·~·,'~ 
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. · d f 1- .. · ·• .· ..•.•. · .. b\· return~d to the Job and the De Motte rooms. Con111111e rom page • • ', • h · ~~ • ., 1, • -~"-·.--1. ,· • . . .. -. _ ,: ,-,. .. •. • . . • , Ot er student complaints about food have to do 
~j cf,ulcf- "giJ '·abCJUl °tt!n ;kp, - Up the t!\"O)u'tionary With the scarcity of fruit and the Wilting of Sa)ads 
.·,,·bee1\ · 'dtie to poor control on the part of !ht:' 
equipment. However. 1t lus been pomkd out that 
the silverware condition is improving .• ind that till' 
next survey should sulistan£Jalt' this da1rn. 
One area in whii.:h the srudt'nt has Jhv.1ys ft'II 
dismayed about 1:. th.· ,onslanl long 
lines.Evcrywhcrt:' one looks 1he1e 1s J long. slo,\ 
moving crowd of peoplt'. bt· 11 w:11t111g tor .111 
entree that the food sav1,.: has tcmpora1il~ run 
out of. or try mg JesperJtdy to return .1 t1.1~. 
There are plans of operJt1011 under WJY to c·nl.11g,· 
the storage areas 111 the various dishrooms .. ind lo 
install new equipment to i,1su1e sw1tt rc·turii, in 
the tray Imes. As for the rncoming diner:.. on,· 111.1y 
notii.:e that. in the Union, a newly-buill St'rvmg lin,· 
has been established. This should speed the lines 111 
that area 
~ ladder. I would ratht!r t!al monkey meat tha.n try The lack of fruit has been due primarily to the 
[1 the groundh1,ig you ha\'c been ,t!ning:· "I havt! yet season and ~Ir. Alfonso labt!led most of the fruit 
~j lo \cc a hamhurger worth trying. Thei, art! awful''. from the distributors now as "atrocious ... The 
f:'i Wt!II. C.\11 now has plam to change the ,i:rvke and salads that are not always so fresh have been 
JJ 1mprovt!. ·1 he Director himsdf couldn't agree mort! deemed so because of poor storage and ~ with lht! ~tudcnl~ on the que,t10n of tho,t! production control. This is bi:ing looked into and 
'.:~ ta\tclc~~ .. hamburger~ .... \J,o. thi:: hamburgers will the situation is hoped to be remedied soon. 
·: no longer he ,erved a, frequently as in the past. The only other comments about the food in 
·' llowcver. when it b ~crved. it will continue to be general is that it is entirely too full of starch. Mr. 
~.~ onL· ot the four ~eltl:tion!). Th~ four selt!ctions Alfonso had gone over the daily menu charts when 
.,·. int.:lude I JL·old plate~ (L:hoicc of three) 2) a asked about this and he came to the conclusion 
:. ! ,and\\ ii.:h 3) another ~andwhich and 4) a "hot" that out of arou~d sixty-~hree different selections 
· · ilcm. that a student can make every week. Qnly about As for CMI management. this area's D1rc,101 1:. 
pleased with the people he has selected to flh thc:.t' 
positions. tte has not always been happy w II h I he 
decisions made by theu,. Tho::re b a re:.trudur,ng 
o,ng 011, anu it is optimistic tnat t:ooperation 
among mdnagemenr wilt kee 11 imp,oving. 
·. '. Another prohlcm that com:crns ,tudents is the eight-to-twelve of these items contair;i starchy 
amount of grca~ pre~ent in many of the foods, materials. He also has stated that th.ere is enough of 
'' ._., 
.-
' 
., 
.... 
,.• 
-,'· 
·1 he reply ha~ heen that it is bct:ause of pushing a selection that one can pick out an entire well 
too la~t to get the food out and that sometimes balanced meal without resorting to starches. 
the temperatures are too low. Now, with new- In regards to breakfasts, it has been suggested 
menu~ heing used. it is hoped that the workload on the Jast student survey that the hot items For a good month Dan Alfonso followed the 
advice of the Housing and Food Subcommittee on 
how to run the food service. After reading !he 
results of two surveys taken of the student d incrs. 
he has come to the conclusion that all the advke 
has not been correct or adequate. Now that he has 
been given time to test student reaction at l!hJcJ 
College, he has decided to implement a great dl•al 
of change where it 1s needed. He has daimed that 
many of the problems on the last survey have 
already been alleviated, and will get even better. 
However, he cannot be sure that his decisions arc 
going to work. When the next surveys arc 
distributed during the meals, take the time to fill 
one out honestly. You could also take the options 
of dropping notes in the new suggestion boxes, or 
speaking to the future "Hosts ancl Hostesses". In 
the final analysis, it is your responsibility· to mJkc 
your feelings about the food service known, and 
take action for any changes that may be required. 
Hopefully, Dan Alfonso and CMI are sincere about 
efforts ·being made and their attiludcs hc1r1g 
flexible. Mr. Alfonso has said. "I am service 
orientated, for whatever the hell its worth. and 
that's what I'm made of, and if I can't function 
that way, then I don't function at all". We ~hall 
wait and see. 
t:an he evened out and the food will turn out much should be available longer. It has also been 
better. suggested that the breakfast not begin as early. 
One of thi:: most annoying things that can The CMI Director has said that Ithaca College is 
happen to a person when he is eating is to have the first place where he has begun breakfast as late 
someone ,taring at him menacingly. Such has been as 7:30 am. He is going to consult with the 
the complaint of students against many of the Administration on the idea of extending or 
J>RA ·~ or dining room attendents. ·Mr. Alfonso changing the hours for hot breakfast meals. 
explained that in the beginning of the semester, he Many times during the dinner meals a student 
lried to -do away entirely with these workers. may not be able to or want to go to the lines til 
llowever, he found to his dismay that he got near the end of the -dinner hours. If he is one of 
rippei,-orr too often, and had to bring them back. the last pi::ople to enter the cafeteria before it 
But he has still felt that students are unhappy closes, he may find that all tl\e food he might want 
feeling under surveillance, and so he has instituted to select has been put away already. This would 
a new program as an alternative. apply as well to salads, beverages and othi::r 
The "Host and Hostess" idea is that there will assorted dishes. In order to alleviate t]lis problem, 
he people in the cafeteria who will do more than it will be put into effect immediately that the food 
watch you. Their purpose .. will he to have a daily will be left out·for fifteen minutes after the lines 
ongoing evaluation and supervision. In other close, and the beverages will be available for an 
word~. they will be asking diners what they think additional half hour. 
of the selection of food they make, and in this Those who arc desiring better desert items 
manner there will be constant communit:ation should be pleased to know that the frequent:y of 
between the management and the consumer on the the "make-your-own-sundaes" nights have been 
quality of food. It is wondered, however 1f the increased, and there will he a wider selection of 1t:e 
students will want to cooperate with this program cream on hand. ' 
or feel that it will disturb them even more. 
There wiJI in addition to this program be 
suggestion boxes established in all the main dining 
areas. It is hoped that the diner will make 
co mmcnts on the food and service they are 
Concern over dirty silverware has also been a 
source of consternation from students. This has 
receiving. 
There has also been much comment in the 
surveys on the beverage situation. Many times a 
diner will have finished gathering the food for his 
meal, and heads promptly to a machine, ·10 find 'it 
empty of the drink it may once have contained. 
Nark, Nark.-- Who'sThere ? • 
This has been especially true concerning the hot 
chocolate machine. Diners may go for days seeing 
the "no syrup" sign appt'ar in front of their eyes. 
The blame for this has been directed to the 
distributors of the hot chocolate. It has been 
promised that if the machine cannot be filJed in 
t~c future. the company employed for the hot 
chocolate will be changed. 
Besides the hot chocolate, many times one can 
I ind that the milk machine is empty as well. This 
has heen saic.l to be poor production control, and 
·inefficiency from the workers. In the future, this 
practice will not be alJowed to perpetuate itself. 
The same fct!ling is held in regards to the soda 
mal·hines. 
There are a variety of meats that students would 
like to bring murder charges against. One in 
particular is the veal. It is amazing how much the 
task for veal has dedined. Several statements have 
been made on thi: surveys that the veal is terrible, 
and that it is served too often. 
nus is agreed with by the management, and 
ii will not he served ·as' often as it has been. It is 
frlt that if tht:' frequency of serving any food is too 
gn•at. students will grow a distaste for it. The city 
ch rcken has been rnted obscene. The steaks, 
however. for the most part, have acquired good 
rcal·lions from the students. The only complaint is 
that sometimt:'s tht:'rt:' is not enough. 
This brings us into the area of ·'special night". 
Calling Wednt:'sday and Saturday nights by this 
name is new to Catering Management 
lnL·orporated. In tht:' CMI offices it is known as 
··steak night ... and looked upon as twice a week 
whl.'n diners will have a choke of prime ribs or a 
:;teak. W
0
ht'n questioned on why a student is not 
alklwed to haw seconds these nights. Mr. Alfonso 
rl.'plied !hat it was a question of t:'conomics. The 
food servkl.' had been contradt:'d for what the 
students are rel·eiving on these nights. If there are 
d1anges that ha\·e to bt:' make in· order to have 
~..:unds Man unlimited amount of food availahlt: 
l)Jl thes•· _nights. it will take contract 
rl.'nel!otiations. :\Ir. Alfonso-also stated that he has 
ne\"t:'~ serwd Steak Sl) often· Ill any other of tht:' 
SL'hools l 0 l1111raL·ted by C\11. · so it is in a senst:' 
··spt:'dal" for him. lk has sail] that if it is possible 
that the L·onsumer doesn't llt:'Ct'Ssarily \yant these 
IWll d1okes on W~d nesdays ·and Satu_rday choices. 
if-students will statt:' some altt:'rnatives. 
As for l)t ht:'r read ilins .al:iout. the food its.:lf. 
there has been a Jot of "pleasure from those who 
prefer vegetarian meals. The only comments 
. ·. ;", ._,.:._ -· 
By Gary M. Reing 
It has become traditional in 
Ithaca that twice a year there arc 
a series of arrests made for 
violation of drug laws. While 
most of the people busted are 
usually arrested for heroin, 
people dealing any drug can get 
caught in the net. If you are one 
of the unfortunate people to get 
busted, there are a number of 
things you should keep in mind. 
Having become one of the 
chosen, the first step in your 
ordeal will be the police 
knocking at your door; or, you 
may wake to fond them in your 
residence with a no-knock-search 
warrant. Your reaction to this 
event should be to gain 
immediate composure If the 
police are already in your room, 
house or apartment, don't resist 
but ask them to show you their 
warrants. In the case where they 
are knocking at the door, it 
would seem reasonable to flush 
your stash down the toilet, then 
open the door, and ask for the 
warrant or warrants. There are 
three kinds ·o( warrants that you 
can be ·presented with- a 
no-knock . sea.rc'h warrant, a 
regular search warrant, or, a 
bench-wam\nt for your,.irrest. If 
the -police·. have no search 
warrant · at all, they· are . not 
allowed to search·anything more· 
than your .person .and the ~rea 
within your_ immediate reac}l; -
Assum:urg,fiia(you have been 
searcliec( cuffed, and 'your rights 
have ·&een read tq you, you will 
be taken ·10 · either the State 
Polk~ station: "in.-, \f'arna or the 
TompkinsCountySheriff'sbffice: 
Rem~mber througnout this 
whole. proc~ss -you· ·are nqt 
requi't_e(,1· :-,to'''st_ate:. or pr.esent 
anythiog'·:-ot:he_i:. ~thaJ'!. your 
identifiL~tioii.'':'When :auiving at 
the po'ti-ce-. sta_tion, you will be 
led to a room where other 
arrestees will be. Here you are 
given an arrest form to fill out. 
information requested on this 
form will include personal 
information and whether or not 
you drink alcoholic beverages or 
use drugs. If you have been 
busted for sale ( this will be 
indicated on your bench 
warrant) admit on the form to 
the usage of the specific durgs 
that you have been charged with 
selling. Also admit to the usage 
of any drugs that you have 
felonious possession of (more 
than a quarter ounce). This is 
not to be said verbally but 
written on the arrest sheet by 
you. Having completed this 
sheet, you will then be taken to 
be fingerprinted and then have a 
mug shot taken. While your 
picture is taken (be sure to give 
them your good side), the 
person who you allegedly sold to 
will identify you through a one 
way mirror. This completes yo_ur 
processing at the police station. 
Next in your adventure will 
be arraignment before a 
Supreme Court Judge, where the 
full indictment on you as of that 
time will be read to you. You 
then have a ·right to plead 
innocent or gui\tY or wait until 
you get a lawyer tomake your 
pie.a. In addition to the above, 
your _bail will be set and you will 
be notified of· your right to a 
public defender if· you don't 
have. the money to pay for a 
lawy_er .· While in co.urt, you 
should pick"u·p two forms. <ne 
is a eopy .of your.indictment, the 
other is ·the application for a 
public defender. Note that it is 
futile, to make a plea for bail 
, reduction in that you are not in 
. ...: a bargaining position. 
Shortly. after .arraignment, 
you will be taken to county hall, 
·. Ylhe·re you are stripped, 
-·. s'earched, arid given a set of 
prison clothes, usually grey 
coveralls. During your first few 
hours in jail you will get the 
famous one phone call. Before 
you make the call consider 
carefully who you are gomg to 
try to get you out of this mess. 
First on the priority list is a 
lawyer-if you know one. Next 
m lme should be your parents, 
because they are most likely to 
be able to raise your bail and get 
you a lawyer. If either of I hese is 
not accessible, you inight try the 
college's Vice-President for 
Student Affairs. You are allowed 
only one call and should use it 
wisely. Until your bail 1s raised, 
you should talk to no one about 
the details of your bust, because 
someone might be planted by 
the authorities or use 
informat10n you give them 
against you in order to get off 
their own rap. 
This same silence applies 
when you released on bail. There 
is no reason for anyone to know 
the deatails behind your bust, 
for unless you arc blatantly 
foolish, some one who knows 
you set you up. Last, be truthful 
with your lawyer and keep 
yourself and the Jaw far from 
conflict with you. l r somebody 
were to ask what is the best way 
to beat a rap, the answer would 
be not to deal in the first place. 
{t ain't worth the changes. 
mariholics · 
·anonymous. 
''n!ay we 
t~ke to y~~?" 
''.. 
incol"J)Orated: 
april 1st, 1972 · 
I 
I 
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Ed ito ria I REGARDING THE MAN AT THE TOP'.:~ 
Judging h) dfl unott1<.:1dl ,une) on a rather bleJk dd) this past 
\\e<.:k Jt or I< . member, of our .. communl(~ ·· fed somewhat 
rernc,\et.l trom the gentleman who operates out of the President's 
oll1Le-J lh, L. l'hill1p,. Jr. Re,pon,es varied. but not rad1cally1 to the 
que,t1,,n --when wa, the Ja,t ume you came in contact with 
l're,1t.lcr.t l'l11Jhp,'! ..int.I '"Wh.it are your general impressions.of 
him'! I he 1..iLl of the matter 1, that our President appears int1m·ate 
with only a ,mall ,egment of the community (IC) and. not 
u>1nc1dentc1lly that ">egmcnt ll~clf dppears frequently as distant 
I ro m everyonl" J'> I II 1, 
The eyes fixed to the ceiling 111 .. 11.ldressmg various groups and the all 
too quick smile often le.ive one with a false sense of '"having been 
acquarnted with h1111~'1;· lus idea of ··being one of the guys·· amounts 
to riding around a plush gym on donkeyst and one would hope 
desperately that 1t doesn7t) we would have to say I:llis may indeed 
be out of touch. Coffee hours may be a step in the right direction 
but what will be the basis for conversation?The four vears we 
students spend here and the years the college·s employees ~ork here 
should be a human expericnce--and that should begin at the top. 
With re,rect to the fir,t que,tton. responses ranged from "a 
c<,upk of d.iy, . or\\ eek, ago" to al times I haven't seen him up 
to '>I\ month, .ii d time" to "'You know. I can't remember". People 
re111c·111hn ,ee1ng 111111 m chlterent way,. Some have worked on 
cCJ1111111ttee, with him. ,ome work for him, some work for his 
WCJrker, ..tnd other, work (or at least they profess to) m his school 
.ic.1tkm1c.illy f mpre<,,1on, amounted to "how much he looks like 
Johnny C..ir,on". "he\.a poht1c1an" and "he is the President". as 
well .i, ··we should have con! 1dence in the man" and '"He's a good 
prn1dent he deab with a ,1tuat1on real!sti<.:ally". 
One m..iy wonucr• why student congress and faculty meetings 
"It c" 11 tend to drag. Simply. they have become aware of a 
u:ntr.1J11,!l1on ol authority on this campu~ that has greatly reduced 
the· root I orce, of protest. Indeed, President Phillips has, m his 
nu 111L'r1Ju, Journey~ r o New York City. Detroit, llawai1 and elsewhere 
hrou)!ht 111 ..i ,11,m1f1cant amount of mone·y to Ithaca College-without 
\\ h 1c h we: would probably bl' pa ymg higher tuit 1011. Yet how m,my 
1nd1v1du.il, oltcn look JI the bu1ldmg, of conc1ete .ind glass Jnd 
,<>111<:lrnw lc·c·I a little colder'1 
Ye, A l'rc,1clent ,hould "deal with the ,1tuat1on reahst1cally." 
Hut. drn:,n't that ··reahsm" frequently ~eem evasive· Ill our President? 
In our three ye,:1, of acqu,11ntance with him have we ignored !us 
Jt·sponcL" ln ·\!t1c.1- a relu,c1l t,: .10111 111 c·n:ick::1n:1t1on of !he 
11rc,p,1n,1bk act, th.it led to a trc1gedy that 1s still hemg felt, believe 
11 or not'1Wh.it ol h1, h,rndhng of the Quarry dormitory situallon 
l.i,t ye.ir m the fmng ol Provost Bob Davies, which was f1r,t 
d1,cm·c·rL·d by the ,tudent body prl!sidcnt only after 11 had "'leaked" 
out to the pre,,'! 
A l're,1dent of lthacJ College must be more than a businessman. WHEN WAS THE LAST TIME YOU SAW THIS MAN? 
Students' Rights Outlined 
Judicial Code Now • Ill Effect 
By Ken Holcombe initiated against any person for a administration of justice, but no 
The Ithaca College Judicial violation of any rules or member of the College 
( ode 1s now m effect and ~everal regulations after a penod of community shall coerce any 
c.1ses Jwvc been adjudicated three academic months from the other member to testify or to 
under 11 thus far this year. Upon date such violation has been refrain from testifying in any 
apprehension by Safety Division reported to the College office of matter within the jurisdiction of 
ro·r com1111ttmg a v10Jation of the Safety and Security, and such the Ithaca College Judicial Code. 
Code ( which may also be a crime person has been cited for the ( 9) Prior to testifying, the 
m Cnminal Court downtown) a offense. hearing board shall advise each 
me m her of the College may ()) Every defendant shall oe witness that he may remain 
<'hose to have a hearing either prr,;up1ed innocent until proven silent if his testimony would 
h e t o r ,: t h e J u di c I a t guilty. The burden of proof shall tend to incriminate him in a 
Administrator or before a rcslupuntheacCL,sers. pending or subsequent civil 
lkanng Board at I.C. rather than (4) The defendant shall be proceeding. 
he1gn charged downtown. Tll!S informed in wnting of the I 0) The prosecution shall 
rout,: l'an save one the social charges against him at least ten have the obligation to present 
~tigmJ of d police record for life. academic days prior· to the evidence in support of its 
Although a record IS made at hearing. charges against the defendant. 
I.C .. it 1s confidential and will be (5) In cases involving more The defendant shall have the 
de~t royed m four years time or than one defendant, separate right to submit evidence in his 
11 r o n ,1 s t u d e n t ' s hearings shall be allowed upon behalf, but shall not be obliged 
g:raduJt1on--wl11chever come request. to do so. 
hrsl. ( 6) All parties shall be entitled 11) The defendant shall be 
Tht>re a1c sevc·r.il rights for to counsel of their choice to be entitled to confront and 
defendants required under selec_ted _from among the examine his accusers and all 
~ction .l of the Judicial Code. members ·of the College witnesses appearing before the 
lkhiw IS a summary of those community; The defendant will board · 
rights. tl.:wry member of the be a~std <Jf this right by 12) At the time the decision 
Colle'"' -~Otdd ybtain a CQPY of recewt ot a CQpy of the judicial of penalty fo,: a member o!_t_'1e 
"I BET IF I HAD A MILLION DOLLARS, I 
COULD HIRE AN IMAGE MAKER AND MAKE 
YOU VOTE FOR ME." 
.. : 
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To 1he Ediror 1he s1tu.i11on. R.ith.:r thJn Just 
LJ~t \l<,nd..1, lll)!lll. m~ s'Jr t akrng my <·all Jnd r.:cordtng 
shd 11110 J cl11c·h l'll th.: n,ad to it.the 1ksk offic.:r got hold of 
th.: terrJc.:s. It \\ .1s 11L,t pL,ssible th.: Physical Plant and they came 
ll' g.-t llllt on. m~ <lWll anJ I had up to tow my car out of the 
ii<' m~11er..t1? .;..1~t downtL1~\"~~11tl ditch at no cost. I would just 
t,c:l jJ 1l1~<4 '-'llJ'.:.;f th~ •.. · •. .. ,.._,,tike to· thank, Safet)' and the 
1t·t;;aJ~)l~~lh':', ..:-Jr ; · vjl-<~sknJ ·ftant for their help in 
hav~· ll'f s1:1t'1h~t~ forl~·,11~bi.l th~ matt~r. · · 
,·:illtJ S':i'(~~- i._1 .iwtiiy thini of · Pink~· Ohan'ian 
... ,, ,' 
may be granted at the discretion 
of the hearing board. Persons 
wishing to appeal· shall do so 
through the Judicial 
Administrator. 
I 4) Nothing in the Ithaca . 
College Judicial C.ode shall 
pre; c lude the opportunity for 
any member. of the College. 
community to:' iii,~. ~"1,._P-r. , 
grievance through· \fte· t:1~~f 
courts. 
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,J,?.olitics·~ Internship·· Program 
to be Offered Again: 
By Ward H. Silver 
·1 h1~ JanuJr~ I he f'olit1L'\ 
Ill' part 1111:nt will hc!!in \<.:rccn1111,?. 
pnte11t1al 1 ~tudenh tor J 
rc\Urtl'L'tnl Wa,h111!,!l<>n ,ummcr 
I n I c r n , h I p I' r "/! r a m. I h ,. 
p r ,, !! r ,1 111 , L" u r r c n 1 
atl111in1,trJt11t-ulnrtl1nator 
- academic: aL·..:rcJitor. :\!.Jrtin 
Brownstein. fit an<l trnn after a 
,ummt·r·~ rc~p1te, •~ encouraged 
wnh thL· program·~ l'rospe..:t~ for 
next ,um mer. ·1 h..: \V.I.P. 's tir~t 
anti l.i,t ot'tcrin)! previnu,ly ak. 
up ci),!ht week, in the ,ummcr llf 
I <J 7 I. l'roh:,,or Brownstein 
t·i111~ider1:d that period .. a uniqul' 
thing. a ,pe..:1al expnien..:..:" 
whnt·in the ten ,tu<lent, who 
had enrolled livt·d togd her (111 a 
frall•rnity hou,t·) thus aflord111g. 
a t.!J,•atcr cxd1angl' of idea,. and 
to a dquc,· a genuinely 
..:o 111111 u n al lifestyle while 
t·xa11111:in1,?. a k,, than "together" 
,·, ,ngr,· .,:-.. 
Stn1l'111rally. tht· Wa,h111gton 
lntern,nip Prog1a111 t·onsi~tcd of 
f1\l' parb: I I a short series of 
preparatory seminars during the 
late ,pring·of IJ7 I. whkh Marty 
hope, will 1ndude il more 
t'Xpamkd rL•adin!( list this spring 
and may perlwps lake the form 
of a ollL' ..:redit "qukkie <.:ourse'', 
21 w,eekly seminars at the 
Wa,hington rt·sidence. 3) weekly 
meetings with various 
''intere,ting" W.ishingtonians. 
B1own,tein, a former 
i:ongressional .iide (lo Ben 
RoM:nthal. D.,N.Y.) was able to 
sd up a numher of these 
ellCl'Unlt:rs whkh 1angec.1 from 
direct 111 Sen.itor James 
Buckley's (C,.N.Y.) office to 
actiVL' lohhymg in the National 
Peace Coalition" for' the 
Ned1.i-Whalen antj-war b.ill. 
Other interns worked in Senator 
c;eorge McGovcrns campaign 
office (at .i time when his 
poccntial c.indidacy was ls1ughed 
;1tl and the Center for 
Community Change. The results 
of I hJ 4) inter papers refledi:d. 
111 13rownstein's words, "~me 
wry wcll•lkserwd cynicism as 
well ;1s a degrel' of optimism" 
n:gardmg Lill' legislative proces~. 
In addition. the prohlcm of 
tamilia1i1at1on. that is . time 
taken 111 gd lht: fi:el of 
\Va~hington . proved to be 
~,,mt·whal of an ohslade to the 
l'W)!ram. ,\ftt·r all. one rarely 
"'L'' a Ju,tkc· William Douglas 
\\';1ndc•ring 1hruugh an ltl1aca 
si1pt•rmarket. Finally. !hen: were 
5 I two post-summer meetings 
that an.1lv1ed the intern·~ 
rd ro,;pe..:I iv~· sc·n~I! of how I he 
,, h,>k progrnm h.id worki:d. 
I h,· tuit1,>n fur the program 
,, ;1~ and will remain S700. 
l·rankh·. l:lr11wnst.:in ad mils 'th<! 
W . I . 1< w ;1 ,; • • a r ii: h m il n's 
pro!,!ram ... lnallempting to deal 
with this prohk·m. lw nott:d that 
\ 15 00 ha~ hc't'll ~,·1 aside in the· 
1',,li11,·~ 1>,·1,art 1m·nt':. hudgl!t as 
a ~ II ll I ..: L' r" r 'L0 h O I a rs 11 i p 
1>pp1>rt 111111 JL'S. I k hopes al least 
t,,,, <>1 thr,•c• inlt'J'll:-. \\ill henef1t 
fr11i11 1 h,•sc• 1111>11JL·~. In alldiliun. 
one· tru~t,'L'. h~ward hst·nharl 
CLI.S. :",;ews and World Report) 
h.1~ hc·,·n <>f !!rt:al hdp 111 rabin!! 
nwnc·~ ti>r th•· prnJ:!ram. '.\1;irt~ 
SAVE 
llP TO 30% 
ON NAME BRAND 
MUSICAL 
.· .INSTRUMENTS 
CONTACT:, 
Tr1angle Assac1~tes 
P.O. Bo• :J 
-~· .. ·:, Aurora. N.V. 13026 
·y.:·: · . ' 1°•315-364-8.~27 
PROFESSOR MARTIN BROWNSTEIN 
said. 
There are si:veral other 
alterations schi:dull!d for next 
summer. For -t:xampli:, the 
number of interns is expected to 
grow to fifteen from the 
previous ten. Also, the planned 
budget should also help reduce 
hoard costs in the future. It is 
quite possi~lc, in addition, that 
there will be a student 
coordinator· to relieve the 
program director of some duties. 
This would c b m p I em en t 
Brownstein's desire to have his 
role be recognized as that of a 
year-round responsibility 
requiring a direct residence of 
"perhaps the first two weeks and 
the last two weeks of the two 
mo nth program," rather than 
the full eight weeks. 
Regarding the diri:ct contact 
with Washington "notables ", 
Brownstein pointed out that the 
lesser. kn9wn congressmen and 
.. ··.oure:i'ucrats 'were more prone th 
discuss the congressional 
mechanism. "There is' a lot of 
fear and mistrust in 
Washington," he remended the 
reporter. Materially, some 
interns were more successful 
that others. One individual was 
able to submit portions of his 
research to the Washington Post 
while a female participant did 
some speech writing work with 
Senator Harold J ughes (D. 
Iowa), an i:arly contender for 
the democratic nomination. 
Washington has its share of 
myths, as well, and Brownstein, 
no novice to "the game" ( an 
i:xpression in deference to 
football's number one fan), 
voiced sentiments shared by the 
majority of the 1971 interns: 
there is a myth, he said. "That 
governmi:ntal leadi:rs are 
somehow gods when in fact the 
substaptial proportion are fools 
or lunatics." The Washington 
Internship Program, in 
attempting to reach out to all 
interested studi:nts( one nei:d not 
be a departmental major, it 
should be noted) is a serious 
acadefnic pursuit m search of 
our government's actual 
backbone. 
(Writer's Note: in the interests 
of semantical justice, would like 
some explanation of the 
terminology "intern" in a 
department that professes to 
downplay the scientific aspects 
of its student's academic 
pursuits. Thank You.) 
t,R ftRf"O: :rvc J'tJST 
OEVHOPE...v ,,.. cH,"11<:,'IL WHi'<T ARf 
1/ou KEFPIN6i 
l'T' fl\l,? THAT Wli..L. PISSoL.VE AN\'Tl:flNG..:' 
~ --
~ 
~ 
.. 
. -. 
TOP CASH FOR 
YOUR CAR! 
UPSTATE AUTO 
WHOLESALE 
357 Elmira Rd,, Ithaca 
Pllone 27 3-'400 
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COMMENT 
A Touch of Humanity 
The bellowing sound of my al.irm dock was the fir~! ,ound to 
penetrate my mind and cars as I was awake1ll'd from my peaceful 
sleep. My mind rai:cd <.1S I n:vil'wed mysi:heduktnr till' day. J'l1e first 
event was breakfast. I grabbed my towcl and keys <.111d prtKl'edcd lo 
the b.ithroom. There I encountered many of my floornwte~ 111 their 
usual morning daze. The convcr~ation was kept al a minimum ,1s the 
toilets flushed .ind the smell of soap and toothpa,te infiltrated the 
room. I returned to my ..:ell- like ahodc and threw on ,ome 
dothes-grabbed my meal ticket and meandered lo the Towers 
cafeteria. There I was confronted with a maze or expressionless 
faces-deep in their own thoughts. I stood in line w.i1ling to be served 
my nutritious meal, then it was hack 11110 the ,ca of expressionless 
faces and trying to find a seat. Seated now and sallmg and peppering 
my eggs, I noticed a face that seemed to rise ahovi: the crowd. I had 
seen this pleasant face before-it belonged to a lovely young woman 
obviously employed by Ithaca College. She was drcsscd not in the 
usual manner of a white uniform worn by the other employees, hut 
an aqua blue one. Her earrings matched her dress, and her hair was 
always perfectly in place. Her m.ikeup was put on just right also. It 
was obvious to me that she look much pride in her appe.irnnce 
because a few days ago I had seen her deamng the milk machine and 
glancing at her reflection in the metal which she had Just cleaned. 
This morning she too was carrymg a lr.iy full of food as I 
watched her friendly face scan the cafeteria for a seal. She found 
one at a large round table by the wmdow. There she was eating 
alone-and there I was eating alone- Needless to say I went over and 
introduced myself and sat down. I proceeded to explain to her how 
she fascinated me.:and how her happiness and warmth radiated 
through the cafeteria. She was elated at the thought of me be111g so 
interested in her. I asked her if she would give me a little insight mto 
her background and personality in general, not only for my English 
composition but for my own satisfaction also. 
"Well where shall I begin. My name is Esther Curran. I 'vc been 
happily married 24 years last June 13th. It will be 25 years this next 
June. We have an I l year old son" (a namesake for his father) "I've 
been working for Ithaca College for about seven years. I love my 
work and enjoy the students. I'm a member of the Mecklenburg 
Methodist Church. and sing in the choir. I also sing solos frequently 
My husband works in the Electric and Gas Comp.iny nights. He is a 
fascinating man and has something that very few people have. E.S.P. 
Extra Sensory Perception and I'm happy. My father passed away 
when I was two years old, I was born and raised in Ithaca and went 
through the Ithaca school system. I'm a high school graduate- l 947. 
I work every day 9-3 except Saturdays_ We live on 110 acres of land 
and we're: in the process of buying our home. We have a french 
poodle named CoCo. Do you want to know what I did that was 
heroic?I saved a girl from a fire down on State Street when I was 
only eleven years old." 
I asked her why she always appeared so happy and friendly. She 
answered "If you can't be happy in your job- then why bother 
working?Nobody likes to see unhappy people. Why shouldn't I be 
happy-I love my family and my job." 
I told her it was great talking with such an optimistic person and 
thanked her for her time. 
"Don't thank me-I want to thank you for choosing me, l think this 
is a real honor-and to think the others always say, we re just here to 
serve them. "Think they never notice us'/' I would very much like to 
read this paper when you're done. 
"I walked away from the cafeteria that morning with a ht,w 
concept about life. Enjoy what you do have and it will make t~e 
little pleasures in life more fulfilling." The Towers should feel proud 
to have a person that is so observant and conscientious in her work 
as well as her appearance. I'm proud to know such a wonderful 
person. It's a thrill knowing a person like her still exists in this drab 
and busy world. 
Meadow Court 
Shell 
3 I 7 N .. lleadow St. 
ll/1oco. N. Y. 
.Jerry Holtle11, .\11,:r. 
.-1 II Types of' R epoirs 
l\''r'S /NSPH110N STA DON 
.!72-2288 
(HE 
Olf£RrAL SHOP 
20:\ N. Aurora 
272-7710 
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Varna Druggist Offers_ 
Free 'Dope' Analysis 
by Ken Holcom,be 
It ~ou'n: LUfl/JU'> J'> to \\hJt 
you rl'u:1',l' ,, h.:n ~ ou pun.:h.i,<: 
dru!!,. thl'rl' " " ph,.trrnJc1\l 111 
VJrna ,,h" ,,111 c1nc1l~/l'. ~our 
·'<lope·· frl'L" of Ll1Jr!!<: I J\\ re nee 
R1vk111. ,~h" CJf)L"rJtL", the \IJrnJ 
l'rL",crJpt1CJ11 ( L"nti.:r JI 'J>l'J Ory<ll'n 
Rd. hJ, hL"L"ll .1nc1I~ tint! Llrug, lrir 
Lll,t'>mcr, 11111,tl~ ,tullc·111' for 
two year,. 
R1vk1n ,.iy, that he 
h,is 11h1a111e<l Lli:ar.tnLe from ell~ 
anJ cCJun1, ()ff1uc1I, to prov1Je 
thL" sl'rv1u.: .. lll' h.i, con<lllL'll'<l over 
~()() tl'sh ti) Jail' and ti:11, ti\ that 
XCJ'; of thl' drug, hi: hc1, analy,e<l 
h,1\L' not hl'i:n wh.11 they were 
purportc·<l (() hl' R1vk1n ,a1<l that 
1110,t ()f till' drug, hL' hJ, 1n,pectc<l 
\\L'IL' _,,Id .is I ',I) hut that only 
:'i{J'; ,,t the,<: wnc actu,11ly 
ly,crg1c acid dyethyl.1n11<le The 
other 50';. he ha, found. were 
really t,d,, ol PCP ( an ani111J! 
Ir ,I 11 q ll ii I/(" r) W h IL' h Jr C llll! 
,upp()sl'd tri he· cor1,11rne<l by 
.. ho1110 ,ap1cn,.. R1vk1n aho says 
that a good deal of the 
ur 11,rtcd mart uana he has 
Students! Immediate 
(ewerage. Monthly Payments 
. Awailable. Car Insurance • 
Motorcycle Insurance. 
Lee Newhart Ins. 
1011 W St.al• St 11l 6l91 
an a I~- 7 e <l t urned out to be 
,0111eth1ng other than cannabis. 
Furth et 1no1e. he ha, been a,ked 
to 1n,ped 30 ,c1111ple, of me,c:ahne 
.ind tound onl~ one ,ul'l1 ,ample 
to the true me,cal111e 
When a,ked \\ hy he provides 
such .1 ,en ice. \Ir. R1vk111 said. ··1 
am .i pharmac1,1 I believe in pure 
drug,." He aho ,lated that kid, do 
. not rcall} ger what rhey are 
paying for H1,- basic.: concern is 
the po,'>lnlc medical 
rcpcrcu....,1on, 
R1vk111. who 1, ···,upcrficially'" 
connected With the County 
Guidance Counc.:11. 1s certified by 
the State to provide a drug 
analy~1, ,erv1c.:e. ··1 thmk I was the 
fir,! 111 New York State to do 
tht\." he said. He added that there 
are very few suc.:h ~erv1ces 111 the 
J1ation. Rivkin is also presently 
analyzrng drugs ~ubmitted to him 
from parties 111 Tioga County, 
which does not have any 
pharmacists providing such a 
service . 
The Varna pharmacist assured 
us that ''I wekorne anybody to 
come 111 and get their drugs 
checked." 
.-tobles '-
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Time is growing nigh for the mortal to 
Relt!ase his unworldly gift, 
And all that was fdt will be set aside as _ 
Unseen 1s heard fading into darkened chambers 
And only the prinu~val sounds of .ts 
Dissonances are felt uttering its last lonely statements. 
A God warns not to abuse a gift given from him. 
Th.! mortal errs for knowledge is painful 
It makes him know his wrongness . 
The mortal prays he finds the gift again. 
By Andre Brooks 
Calling for one who is near 
Looking for life but seeing not dear. 
Darkened void separates two worlds, 
But a truth is found, not fear. 
Darkness was great, the ~ight small, 
Fear moved in and ended it all. 
Ember intense burning on unclear, 
Still void of hatred, still knowing no fear. 
By Andre Brooks 
WORDS 
• 
By Rob Patterson 
Project for a Revolution in New York, Alain 
Robbe-Grillet, Grove Press, 183 pp. $1.65 
Like mysteries? This book is for you. To 
understand, use memory aids like notes and 
re-readings. Then you may find out the answers to 
these questions and ones like· them. I) Why are , 
there three Lauras?2) Who are these· three Lauras? : 
3) Who is the'narrator?4) Who is the murderer?>) .: 
Who is that man in the black overcoat and pulled 
down hat?6) Why is he watching the -narrator's 
house??) Who is that evil-looking doctor?B) What 
is he going to do to his lovely bound and gagged 
victim? 9) Who is she? I 0) Who is the other 
doctor?The answers to these questions are not 
necessary to the enjoyment of the novel. But if 
you're a mystery fan then you will enjoy solving 
the mystery in this book. This does not mean that 
"Project" is a a mystery, just that it is mysterious. 
Like exanthematic typhus? If you are careful, 
you may be able to catch it within the pages of 
"Project". It lurks there, along with exotic tapes, 
the Subway Vampire, truth serum, marijuana 
cigarettes,black widow spiders, twelve virgins in 
white for pagan rites, exotic tortures, classified ads 
and death defying deeds of skill and courage. 
Like Robbe-Grillet's novels (and film scripts)? 
Well, then this is his newest and finest yet. Starting 
with "The Erasers" he has written novels unlike 
any to be found elsewhere on the market. His 
novels are attempts at the truly objective novel, 
each successive try progressively closer. The 
element of fascination in his works comes from 
the newness and uniqueness of his style and 
content. His labyrinthine plots- propel the reader 
on just as the minute descriptions compel him on. 
Likewise, in his novel "Project", Robbe-Grillet 
has again created an atmosphere of eerily real 
permutations and skillfully ·exact situations. The 
humor is improved by accumulated literary 
experience. Seemingly, he is on an upward trend. 
If he is tbis good now then the future holds cause 
for awe and wonder indeed . 
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<,1udenh whr, Ml' 1ntc:rn1ed 1n \'J,Jtln~ th~1r !11gh ',lhoob haek 
IJ.,me tr, tJlk Jhout I l h.tlJ ( olkge I rom 1 lw ro1n1 ol view ot a 
,tuden! we \ldtt Wdll 1n Jdm1s\1on, bt:lore ( hn,tmd, YaLat1on. 
\\ .1,h1n!!ton! I I.I' 1--1 l. \SIi' I ht: entire ,tat I ot the Pentagon wa, slip-
·rcd LSI> today I hey took otf ,di their clothe, .tnd marched 10 
Florida to surreRder to the Seminoles 
Herbie Hancock 
Electronic Jazz 
By Jean Vincent Deale 
·· t ir,l o! .ill. you have to ,tart in 
1crrn, ot ,r1r1tual. J high level of 
c1>nJJ11LHllLJt1on. \tart with that. 
I hen. you go out I Mt her to a 
t1u~I .ind a !J1lh, .t hehe! that 
1l11ough LerlJJn mu~1cal effort;, 
you will n.Tl'Jve J v1,1on of a 
d 1 n:Ll 10n to !ollow ." That ,~ 
J,.,w '"Mw1lc" Bennie Maurm. of 
the llcrh1e llancock Sextet, 
cr11>lly de,Lrihcd the force, thJt 
illummi.ltt· the group', efforts. 
.f he Sextet, urns1,t1ng of 
·· \1wandhhI" llerh1e llancock on 
l"il·elr1c piano, ''Mche1a11" 
Bu~t'er W>lliJm, on bJss, "Jabali" 
Billy llJrl on drums, "Mganga" 
I dd1e llcndcrwn on trumpet 
Jnd_ flugclhorm, "Pcpo Mtoto" 
J 11 I ia n !'nester on trombone, 
1'.i l rick. Glea,on on moog 
'}lllill',11.l'r. ,Ind "Mwilc" Benny 
M.1up111 on bi!ss darinct and alto 
11111,·, had just ~ompkted a 
,11mulatmg (to say the least!) 
u1nn·1 t at C'ornl"il's Badey Hall, 
.1 I lei wh1d1. we· rapped in J 
dll\\·11,1.111, dre"lll!! room. 
I ,I,J.-l·d I he• k·.id,·1. Vl"ll'I.Jll )JI./. 
11 1,1111,l. lk1h1e l1J11Col·k (111, 
Swahd1,111 n,Illll'. ··~1w,rnd1sh1". 
11ll",lll,··c·olllpo,L·r''). wh.tl 
g,,vl'lllL"d h1, l1Jns1t1011 frnlll the 
, , , 11 v L' n t 1 o n ,1 I . , t r u ct u red 
.1 ppl<l.1d1 l hJl hl' hJd played for 
)c'J1, <111 the Blu,· Note IJbel. lo 
I iJ l' .IV ,I 11 t - g J rd<.'. S [la CI OU S. 
··dt•c·t rn111c·· ,ound on-his latest 
two Warner Brothers albums. 
··~1w,1nJ1,J11'.' and .~:crossings". 
· · ~l ) f I rs t L"'lJ n I act w Ith 
,·ll"c"110111c, wJ, \\ hen I WJs with 
\1 I l c· , ( () .1 v 1, l. Th L' f Ir, t 
·l'k•L·I 1,1n1c · ,I1bu111 <lll \\ I11d1 I 
.1pp,•,11L·<i w.1, Miles In the Sky. 
I hL· ,L·L·,,1lll \\ ,1' Fi lies de 
Kilimanjaro .ind t hL' t h1rd w.1, In 
A Silent Way. Then, he 
d1dBitches Brew which came out 
of the ;ame bag. but was 
acce.ited by faster rhythms. 
(llerhie didn't play on Bitches 
Brew). The more that we began 
to ,ee the infinite possib1hties of 
sound, and the fact that 
electronics can extend those 
po,s1b1l1ties, the more we 
became interested m using those 
tlungs. Because, as the music 
expanded, 1t required an 
expansion of the devices, and 
acoustic mstruments could take 
us only so far without some 
modification of modulation." 
Asked if he has received 
cr1t1c1sm from the jazz 
establishment for developing this 
Photo by: Bob Cohan 
new sound, Herbie responded, 
"Some, but I don't pay any 
attention to the cnt1cs, hecause 
I've got to be able to check 
myself. I've got to criticize my 
own stuff. The last two albums 
that we did. which were the first 
"electronic" albums, got the 
worst reviews that I ·ve ever 
gotten m "Downbeat", the trade 
m,1ga11ne in our field of 
investment." lie added "I feel 
that they never hstened to the 
mus1e. They put the record on, , 
Jnd 1t went underneath their 
fret or over their heads. I tl11nk 
that J lot of the trad1ti6nal Jazz 
listeners are more conservative 
than I ever expected them to be. 
When they started listening, they 
allowed themselves to make a 
certain amount of progress, and 
11 stopped. Maybe they decided 
what thc:y liked (earlier) about 
llll'. and when I started domg 
,oml'lhmg different. they didn't 
want to grow JS I did. 1·111 sorry 
(it's emh,irrJssing. he noted) to 
**** 
TBEDUGOUT 
·-·.·210 :s. ·smoA.wram· 
-~- ~ N ~ Y· • .. -~ il.~10 
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=·; _. H.1pp}" Hour ,1 to 6 1-4 oz ht·t·r 25 
:·.:.· 6-4 oi Pikht·r S1.00 Mixt·d Drink· 
·',;. ,pt·t·i.ilHou~e Drink Sdm.ipps SO 
l:ls_e ·Tht• Duj!out ··Scorehoard· .1)011·1 forj!et to 
~·het·k the 'TraininJ! Board' Comin~ Soon -
. Hot Lunt·hes Soups & Sandwich Specials 
·** ** * *·* ***·***·* 
sec a magazine like ··oownbeJt .. 
mJke J rc:v1n\' like> thc:y did\\ 1th 
Crossings whc:n I knm\ dJmn 
\\'ell thJt it's the hL",t record ( ol 
111) O\~nl thJt I\·e L'\L"r donL' .. 
Someone brought up the 1,,ue 
ot who " morL" qu,Ii1t1ed to 
Judge the: Jllll,IL' Ill sULh 
1n,tance,. lhL" pl<I)L'r UI th,· 
I 1st ener. ··:'\lwJnd1sh1 .. replied. 
.. If you w<111t to hskn to the 
mus1e on its own ments. wl11d1 
1s the best way . you ean be m 
any field. because the music 1s 
not for the players. it's for the 
people.'' 
Herbie claims that he got off 
Blue Note and signed with 
Warner Brothers because "L 
wanted to be on a label that 
would expose the music to 
people that have never heard 1t 
bcf ore." 
In technically evaluating 
Crossings, his most complex 
album to date, Hancock 
commented, "I think that 
Crossings 1s the best engmcenng 
that I've ever heard on any of 
my albums. I really dig 1t. 1 
thmk it should get an award. 
The rest of my albums were very 
easy to do. Crossings was 
impossible. That stuff was hard 1 
We worked days to rmx that. 
But when we did that stuff on 
Blue Note, it was s1mplc, 'cause 
there was nothmg involved. As 
far as engineenng is concerned, 
I'd rather hear that than what I 
did on Blue Note, because the 
stuff on Blue Note 1s just 
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·straight" .. lk Jdded lhL' !Mt 
!hJt th,: mult1pk sound, and 
rhythms wc:re sud1 J Job to 
,ynchroniLe thJt tht· rennd111g 
('onrn111cd (,,, ,,ag,· /.I 
Jazz Lab 
Disappointing 
By Bob Wolet7 
Tune, hJv,· dungell tor both 
J,ILl Jllll lhl' J.111 Lib. WhL'll 
Steve Brown ,Ind the l.Jh pl.iy 111 
Ford 11,tll the,e dJys. the play 
to a full hou,e. lo SundJy·s 
.1udience. thl' L,1h presented 
guest artists. Clm, SwansL·n Jnd 
Joh Weis, on Moog Synthes11.er 
along with lt·Jdl'r Brown's 
notable brother RJ). on f'lugd 
horn. 
The guests Wl'rl' good. but the 
band just wasn·t up to pJr. I 
didn't find my,elf WJlk111g out 
of the hall after with that 
,at1s1fwd feehng I usually come 
away f1om a Lab concert with. 
The first two tunes were weak. 
with the band Just sounding not 
together at that point. The tl11rd 
tune was 1mporved helped by 
a lively and fluid ,olo by 
trombonist, Vern Gatewood. 
With the introduction of Ray 
Brown. the music 11nprovcd 
markedly. Just back from a long 
stretch with the Stan Kenton 
band, Ray plays a flugelhorn. 
held on ll's side.- lie J1d a nice 
solo that sounded much hke 
,o met Jung Benny Goodman 
would do on el.tr111<.'l on ,1 p1ec,· 
ot 111, own ,0111pos111on ,,Iilcd 
··NL·vnbud··. rl1Jd JP11<:s·. ··.1 
Cl11ld 1s Bolll .. b<-'g.111 with ,1 
bcJut1lul elcl'lric piano 1n ,111 cL'110 
d1Jlllhl'I. Jnd .i 11JL'C horn 11,im 
RJY. bur hl'JVY h.111d<-'d 
percus,1on el11pped .1w,1y Jt th,· 
mood th,11 lhl' song ,et. rJ1e 
heJvy horn, ot .. Big St11 .. 
wl11ppnl the .iud 1enet 11110 ,111 
exl·1ted mood lhJl L'Jlckd with 
the .innounc<'llll'llt ot 
111term1ss1011. 
The ,L·cond hJlt w,1s 
d1sappo111tmg. Tl11ng, sl,11ted off 
hJdJy \\'Ith the 1ncrnl1b)y 
prl'lent1ou, ·· ,d.ig,1", a p1el·e 
cluttered with fJb1!1eJ Sp.1111sh 
1nfluenee, .ind went downlull 
from there. The ,ong, wne 
light. hut d1,1h, w1lhoul 
ch,1racter. Yoc,111,t Tish 
Sau msicglt:', material w.is 
s1 mtlarly drJby-reeonst1tuled 
Carol King and Elton John Jin 
voice lacked a ,park l hat lll1ght 
have helped the song,. and the 
audience was not r,·cept1vc to 
the well-dres,ed. ;oft rock 
sound-they had come to ,ee Cris 
£'01lllllllt'd Oil p /5 
be>c:>k. 
::a:ae-.ri~"'1V'" 
Listen, if you will. to a circw. hJrker turned 
radio announcer. This 1s a hook hy Samuel 
Beckett. He wrote "Murphy", "Malloy", "Malone 
Dies", "The Unnamable", "Watt", "Waiting For 
Godot"and. "Endgame". Ile also wrnle other 
books. He has a vision of the world. People w,rnder 
around m mud and darkness. 
By Rob Patterson 
The Lost Ones, Samuel Beckett, Grove Press, 63 
pp. $1.65 
Imagine, if you will, a circus barker turned radio 
announcer. There arc two hundred people living in 
a huge cylinder. It 1s fifty meters around and 
eighteen meters high for harmony. There are 
niches in the wall of the cylinder near the top. 
Svme of the niches connect with each other by 
narrow tunnels. There are ladders leaned up 
against the wall near some of these niches. There 
are people lined up at the foot of these ladders. 
The other people sit, stand or hem the dim yellow 
light that is without source. 
Watch, 1f you will. a circus barker turned radio 
announcer He won the Nobel Pnze for hteralure 
in 1969. His plays arc given more critical aecla1111 
than Arthur Miller, maybe. His play; make 111111 
less money than Noel Coward, maybe. He made a 
film called "Film" with Buster Keaton as the only 
character. It won several awards. 
Taste, 1f you will, a circus barker· ti°i~ncd radio 
announcer. His books arc written in sparse 
elegance. His writing 1s awesome. It 1s almost 
repulsive. This is a good book by a writer of better 
books. 
Ithaca Rag Co. 
418 Eddy St. 
203 N. Aurora 
272-7710 
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By Jeffrey Shapiro 
\!any pe,,pk have u,nw up lo 
me <1ntl ,a1<l ·· \Ii ,loo<l 1, 
Lt>nlamrnat1.:<l in ,ome way ,o 
hc,w Lan yc,u <lraw a line an<l 
,a} y,,u ,1on't cat mc<1t'' Whal 
d<, y<,u l1nd '" morallv reruh1vc 
ahout 1t'1 WhJl a're }Ollr 
argument, l<,r your moral 
hcl11.:t-.·• I don't hJ1·c any rcJI 
,ountl ,irgurnent tor the morality 
I Lan sec.: Llearly that 
alrn<J,t anything rn 1u,rd, ha, 
lcq!1Lal loorholn. I he lJct 
rernJrns. though. th..it we He 
111 or JI Lrc,tl u re,. We tlo hJvc 
u>1np..iss1<,n lh Jll,t lt:cling~ or 
v1hr..il1c,n, Jnd a m.ittcr ol wh1Lh 
one, you pick ur on or arc 
tuned 1n to. So l'vc got to try to_ 
convcy .i ll:c.:lrng to you lhal you 
c..in untlcr,land anti pick up on. 
·1 he people lhal should he 
able to sec lhrng, dearly are lhe 
people who have moral feelings 
ahou t V 1eln..1 m he c au~c lo me 
it~ h,1,1cally thL· ~amc thrng. In 
Vietnam you have technology 
ju~t <.:arclc"IY · w1prn!! out lives 
with no compas.\lon al all for the 
vict 111b. ·1 o me 1h even worse 
hccau~c the North Vietnamese 
arc nol totally hclple~s . They 
still have their land, their 
l..imil1e~ :inti a ray ol lrecdom. 
l'tl like lo tell you a short 
story lhat might help you see 
~o met h mg. Imagine yourself as 
hcmg at home with your family 
a ntl neighbors. You are peaceful 
people and you don't keep 
guns or weapons around the 
hou~. One night a spaceship 
land~ rn your yard. You arc 
sc.Jrcd hut you go out to see 
what's going on anyway. The 
alien~ ~cc you and greet you in a 
friendly way although there is 
no verbal commumcation:1'hey 
then start building cages wqile 
they arc still being friendly to 
you. Then when the cage is because you're not doing the 
finished being built they take killing. 
you, your family , neighbors and It's even worse to me because 
friends. They put .you in it and here you are voluntarally paying 
feed you just what you need to other people to do for you what 
survive but stuff you when they most of you would n.ot really 
are ready and--'give you want to do yourself. To me 
stimulating drugs so that you there is a connection. I feel it 
are forced to reproduce to was seen clearly in "Lord of the 
the point that it hurts. They give Flies". The hunters were the 
you tranquilizers so you can't be viole1,1t ones. Its a r'<: '.ter of 
violent. They kill off the whole habit. In our society g .s much 
older generation. You sit there more subtle but it seems pretty 
crying saying please don't do clear if y , can turn yourself 
this we mean you no harm. We onto what goes on everyday. 
eat the friendly animals cows, We are all sheltered and 
pigs, rabbits) and they just laugh manage to come up with an 
at you saying look at those excuse like " How do you know 
creatures try to talk. This is the that cows and pigs feel fright or 
basic feeling I'm trying to pain'!" I can tell you that when 
convey. It all relates to Vietnam you stand in the Oscar Meyer 
in that you're not involved plant and watch 1,000 pigs an 
ho.ur being""1;v~ j.f(d be kihfi!h·\titrlTis~•'t) irtb~fi \•ou· · 
and there ·are people on both but you'll go into the sn 
sides with electric prongs _to an~ voluntarily· pay peo 
keep- t'hein nn tht> com·eyor and keep up the good work 
the pigs are shivering and pissing Oscar Meyer plant. The-lo 
from fright - - - you don't ask might b :-"That's Life! 
yourself. ·• I wonder if tht>y"re anybody who took the t 
scared? .. You will hate the war look would see that tha 
and what it does even though way you're making it. 
e to 
the 
Phil Berrigan I 
}£! 
.,, 
Free Dec. 20 m 
NEW YORK ( LNS)-After 
having spent more than two 
years, Father Philip Berrigan is 
to be released December 20 on 
parole from the Federal 
Penitentiary in Danbury, 
Connecticut. Berrigan was 
serving a six-year term after 
having raided the offices of a 
draft board center in Baltimore, 
Maryland in 1967. 
Berrigan was also sentenced to 
two other concurrent terms, on.e 
for his participation in the 
burning of selective Service 
records in Catonsville,Maryland 
in 1968 for which he received 
three and a half years,and the 
other(a. two year term) resulting 
from the Harrisburg Conspiracy 
trial in which he and six others 
.were charged and not found 
guilty of conspiring to kidnap 
Henry Kissinger. 
Berrigan ,n e v ertheless,was 
convicted on seven charges of 
smuggling letters in and out of 
prison along with Sister 
Elizabeth McAlister,who 
received a year and a day_ 
Berri gan,along with his 
brother Daniel (a 'Jesuit Priest) 
and a group of seven 
others,shockcd . conservative 
Catholics and other pro-war 
elements by pouring home-made 
napalm on 600 individual 
Selective Service - files and 
burning them in.Catonsvilli 
After the action Df'iniel 
Berrigan,unlike his bN,ther 
Philip,went underground;~with 
part of the group,and was ct4ught 
only after a drawn out. ~ase. 
Om kept the FBI on the1t,;toes 
w h i 1 e h e w) a s 
underground,popping up 
occasionally· at a rally '~or a 
meeting and disapp~ring 
immediately leaving no :trace. 
Mary Moylan,who also l\vent 
underground has not ,,'.been 
caught yet_ , ~ 
Dan was let out last Feotuary 
for poor health and is restticted 
to the New York a[ea. Phille will 
be restricted to Baltimore. · -: 
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Do you .have interests in any 
of the following fields: Scene 
Desi'gn, Scriptwriting, 
Prr,motion, Puppet making. 
Costuming, Stage lighting, Film 
production. Fine Arts, 
Children's theatre, ~usic, 
Songwriting, TV-Radio, 
Sociology,. Directing 
1-.xperimenll>, or Puppeleering? 
If yes, you may need The 
Follicl> Puppet Company and 
·1 he Follies may need you. We 
l>Uggesl you read lhis article and 
t:ontact us as soon as possible. 
We i.larl production this coming 
spring semester. 
The Follies Puppet Company 
is a relatively new organization. 
It wnccrns iti,elf with puppetry 
in all it's forms and frolics. We 
work with educational puppet 
shows and old fairy tales as well 
as new, original fairy talcs. Right 
now we have a rather sizeable 
grant proposal pending decision 
he fore The Ithaca College · 
Council on the Arts. We are 
asking for funds to build 
sceneries, puppets, and a stage 
and lo prepare original music 
and scripts. We also requested 
the funds to make a 30 min. 
color film with sound. We feel 
that if we spend the wliole 
spring semester working on this 
project that the film of the show 
we produce will be good enough 
to be shown on N.E.T.- The 
Corporation for Public 
Broadca·sting. Before we film our 
show we plan some live 
performances on campus and in 
Ithaca's elementary schools and 
hospitals. By testing audience 
reaction in this way we will be 
ahlc to change or discard any 
skits in the show that don't 
work. 
-:: · As you can imagine, we are 
very excited with the potential 
of this project. We started 
making these plans last summer. 
The more we investigated tlie 
possibility of forming a puppet 
company thc'more we wondered 
why there has never been one 
here at l .C. As we've indicated 
on our cha.rt, all the important 
creative ctcmcnts are here in the 
existing departments. With the 
ht.>lp of The Council on the Arts 
wt.> will finally be able to bring 
t ht.>sc depart men ts together. 
Besides bringing recognition to 
llhal·a College and The Council 
on the Arts here, we hope that 
we are laying the foundations 
for a pt.>rmancnt course on 
puppt'lry at Ithaca College. This 
fall five of us have been taking a 
group independent ·study with 
the Ct.>nler f ndivi ual and 
lnlcrdisdpli ry studies. We've 
hcl'll cxpt.>rimt.>nting with puppet 
tcdmiqut.>s. hy using video tape 
t.>quipmt.>nt to givt.> us an instartf 
playhad-. of-· i;kits. 'w'.e have 
writte'n;::iv~ have: iksigned and 
starlt.>d to huild a stage with 
lhfl'l.- windows. Like a thret.> ring 
d Tl' us. ;1.:t ion l·an happt.>n in 
lllllrl' I han .onl' ar..-a at a time. 
F~id'~; & 
Saturday -·N i~ht~ 
(it'·t·-:-uwuy from 
dorm-food 
V ~ry reai-on·a bly 
., ,Pri.ce~ fpod~ . 
) .. -.~ ... '. -_ .. ~ _,. ·-, ~ ., .. 
. ., Clo~;d···su~days 
fa '?"" "·)"·y ... ir~.,. ;;-·;---r-- --
., . 
-- ·.·./deas 
Furthermore. scenery can be 
t:hanged on one set by blacking 
out the lights for that set 
without interrupting the action 
happening elsewhere. We will 
therefore have a faster moving 
show, without the long pauses · 
that Bread and Pupper Theatre 
had for scenery changes. We 
wanted to make it possible for 
all interested folks to pre-register 
for spring credits for working 
with the Follies. Unfortunately, 
only those C.1.1.S. courses that 
have been approved by the 
curriculum committee and have 
a paid instructor can be 
pre-registered for. However, we 
hope that by next fall you will 
be seeing puppetry listed as an 
official C .I J .S. course. 
For this spring we plan to 
register students through add 
slips similar to how we did this 
fall but on a larger scale. It you 
are taking a Studio Art course 
you might want to make puppet 
or scenery design and 
construction part of the work 
you do for that course. 
Education majors might be able 
to tie script research into 
independent study projects in 
that department. We would also 
like to be able to get theatre 
practice credits for drama majors 
working with us. Maybe you 
have some other ideas on how 
you can contribute to the Follies 
with or without credits. The 
time has come for you to 
contact us. We've come a long 
way and we're about to start 
working on this production. We 
will be having a little party 
Thursday December- 14th on the 
Sound Stage on the ground floor 
·-· . 
I found out the hard way, that · 
the only way to say something· 
meaningful so people could 
know about it was through the 
campus paper. And I'm so glad I 
have this opportunity to do so, 
but hefore I get into the Free 
Beer, I'd like to mention a few 
things concerning beer which I 
think are important. 
As a "Freshie", "Beaner", or 
"Frosh" (whichever expre5;Sion 
sounds rriore anal to you) I was 
extremely surprised to find the 
students here at I.'C. so 
concerned about the social 
situation concerning themselves 
and the outside bars beer parties 
and liquor stores. It seems to 
me, that LC. students are really 
interest~· about the situations 
affecting their lives and those of 
other college students. Such 
important events and issues as 
"When is the Maximus beer 
party ·d will there be any limit 
on the bombing'!' Very good!! 
I also found the students very 
much interested in helping the 
community of Ithaca by bar 
hopping on week days as well as 
weekends. Hey, great! 
of the P.A. Building at 7: 00 
o'clock. We would like to show 
you some of the video tapes 
we've made and get to know 
you. Please call Margaret 
Jennings at 272-7266 or Carly 
O'Donnel at X4S 3 or Robert 
Hanford at 272-9632 or X45S, if 
you ·'have any questions. Thank 
you for reading this entire 
article. We hope that if what 
you've read sounds interesting 
that you'll contact us to find out 
more. 
I was surprised to see none of 
that screwy politica• interest 
here on campus as in some other 
schools! (I am sorry for that 
obscene word), and I was very 
much surprised to learn that out 
of 4000 students, the campus 
paper .only had IO on it's staff (I 
guess they don't serve beer 
there). I was amazed to find the 
campus_ paper everywhere, 
especially in the toilets. Wow! 
That's a school! So getting back 
to the free beer,, I am glad to see 
the students here forget about 
that old hat stuff which they 
seem to have found was a waste 
of time and are really concerned 
about the next step in our lives, 
the situation of will there be free 
beer on campus? 
IIRNOLD 
PRINTING 
CORPORATION 
,1111 1:..,1 St..11, ::1rn1 hl,.a...a X.-.. \,,,L- l•t'!-tt,. 
For All Your 
Printing Needs 
( 607) 272-7800 
HANGING OUT? 
l)rop h~ 
MINI DELI 
110 N. AURORA ST. 
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DEADLINE FOR All C' APTIONS 
IS NOON-MONDAY. 
Cloud Dragon has supplies for: 
Candlemaking. Macrame. 
Stained Glass. Decoupage. 
Rugmaking & 1'eedlecrafts. 
Beer & Winemaking. Batik. 
Tk-dying. Bottle .:utting. 
B<!'adcrJfts. Origami. and 
Glass Stain Paints. PLL1S: 
Rugs. C~ndl~s an"d finjshe"d ·crafts made 
locall·,. for:sale'on con'sig~~ent. 
.. . ... . .. ' . ~, 
PHOXE: ~73-1030 
WIN FIVE DOLLARS CASH 
or choose 
TEN DOLLARS WOfrt~PF MERCHANDISE 
CLOUD DRAGON CRAFTS 
148 E. ST ATE STREET 
ITHACA, N.Y. 14850 
Now, Three convient entry 10<.:ations; 
Downtown at Cloud Dragon Crafts 
Ithacan Mail Slot-West Tower basement 
Intercampus Mail Slot in the Union 
•••••••• •••• •••••••••••••••••. ••• •••••• •••••••••••• , Your caption will he judged on 
• . 
. 
. 
:· 
ADDRESS .......................................... . 
CAPTION ............................................ . 
' ......... ~- ................ ·········-:r· .......................... .. 
originality, humor and/or 
appropriateness. 
Use the entry form provided or write 
your own. Address your entry to: 
Caption Contest l:.ditor, Ithacan 
Publishing Co. Inc., Ithaca College, 
·Ithaca N. Y ., I 4850. Be sure to include 
your name and address. 
If you ·decide to mail your entry, 
instead ·,of 'dropping it off yourself, 
oear in mind the Monday-noon 
deadline. 
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CALENDAR (.ap,ult: 
By S.H. Swar11. 
Mini-Concert!' Gold Band " 
______________ ..;_:......i hm.J I lall.4 1() p rn. 
A, a public ,cr\"icc to the Ithaca community. we 
have compiled a li,1 of cap,ule review, of ,.how,. 
that will premier thi,. coming January. The 
opinion:-. of the reviewer in no way reflect the· 
opinion:-. of the new.spaper staff. the typi~ts. or the 
Mormon community of the Ea~lern Sta.le,.. 
DECEMBER 7 
Greek Peak Sign Ups 
Union Lobby,I O a.m.-3 p.m. 
Graduate Lecture/Demonstration 
Joyce Catalfano,Flutc,Fonl llall,I 
p.m. 
Meeting Of Student Teachers 
Textor 10.2,3:30 p.m. 
West Tower Movie !' Cool Hand 
Luke"' 
Union Rec Room.7 :ind 'J· _I() p.111. 
SAB-Laurel and Hardy Film 
Festival 
Union Rec Roo111 7 and 'J .lll 
p.m. 
Karate Club 
Wrestling Room.llill Ccntl'r.7:30 
p.m. 
Mnximus Super Beer Bu:-.t 
Terrace Din111~ llall.7· W-1 I .. W 
p.111: 
Math Club Meeting 
Friend:-. 201,X p.111. 
Play .. Gone 0111 .. 
Main ·11icalrl·.l'./\.B111ld111~.X: 15 
p.111. 
Study Habits Lecture 
Textor IOI.'' p.111. 
Yearbook Photography :\-fccl1ng 
Cayui.:an OIi rn· 7 · HJ p 111 
Lee lure-· <:hildhilh l·.dm:.ition ·· 
\TUE.S 
Greek Pe.ik S1g11 Up, 
lln1<1n I ohhy I II .1 111.-; p 111 
Kar.ale nuh 
12] 
Wn·,111111!. 1{110111.l lill < ,·111,·1.7 HJ 
p.111. 
Wrc,tling--Onconta v, Ithaca 
hracli 1· olk Dancing 
l)a11,,· s·111d111.ll11! ( ,·111,·1.7 HJ 
Jl Ill 
Bihlc Sindy 
I· r n·n,h .102 .7 lO 11.111. 
Opera:· II Tahharo ·· ( The Cloak I 
/\1,·11.1 ll1<·al1c·.X 1-; p.111. 
Ski l'lnh Mcclini.: 
l'm·111b 20X.I p.111. 
141 
Regi:-.lcr for Weekend Ski Tri1> lo 
" The Adventure:-. of Kahlil Gibran" (ABC) Once 
again .1 lllilJOr ncl work ha, goofed hy arW,lically 
hlling oll mon: than IL can chew." ... Kahlil. . .'' 
,,. a heavy-handed treatment of the 
l.ehanone,.c-horn poet- philosopher who ha,._ over 
the pa,.t few years. hecome ,.ornt!!hing of a cull 
hero with the young. J\l:!C". ever mlerested in the 
"prolrl" over lhc art. has gollen a top-notch but 
,II-filled ca:-.l: Danny Thomas plays Gihran with 
the ,.amc kind of sensitivity he portrays in his 
Maxwell llow,c commercials, Barbara Billingsley· 
plays his wife, Angela Cartwright is thdr daughter, 
and llans C'onrcid appears as a semi-regular in the 
role of Undc Ahdul. Also foatured is Heywood 
1 lalc l:lroun as Kahlil's Jewish friend, Ross. 
I
V crmont !F iR; ii .8' I 1111011 I """~'. I . .j I' Ill. 
•L----------------.1 Karate C"luh 
"The Broderick Crawford Variety Hour"(CBS) 
Remember the gruff, crude palice chief of 
"llighway l'alrol" and the head doctor of "The 
New Interns?" Think back if you will, to "All the 
King's Men" and the man who won an Oscar 
playing the power-hungry governor. All those parts 
were played by one man: Brod Crawford. It's 
going lo shock you a little at first but Crawford, 
the quintessential heavy, is head-lining his own 
mus1cal-corncdy hour and, what's more he's darn 
good! 11 is first show, which I sneak-previewed, has 
a banner cast: Sonny and Cher are along for ~he 
fun (one scene in which Cher plays a singing 
c,ilcndar lo Crawford's nervous student at exam 
time is nothing short of hilarious), and so are Peter 
Crave~ (of "Mission: Impossible"), Lola Falana, 
and ~cries regulars Ann Landers and Ralph Nader. 
DECEMBER 8 
Student Recital 
Ford llall. 1 p.111. 
Catholic Mass 
Rowland llall. 1 2: I 'i.:, and 7 p 111. 
Play" Gone Out" 
Sec Tlnirs<la 
Wll·,1l111i-: 1{00111 llrll (\·11lc·1.7:.HI 
I' Ill 
Swi111111ing-Brm·kport v:-. Ithaca 
7 J'.lll. 
Opera:· II Tahbaro · · 
"L'L' W,·d 11,·,.d.1y 
Senior Redial 
Ford I I.ill. -l p.111. 
This week's TV brain teaser: who played the 
part of Ward Bond's "mythical" son in the famed 
dream sequence on "Wagon Train's" fourth show 
· of the 195 9-1960 season? 
.;SAT' 
. , , , t I 
·g· \ 
,• ) -------------------------------------------
Graduate Record Ex;im 
Gym, 8 a.111.-'.'i: I '.'i p.111. 
Fellowship Of Athlete:-. 
Hill Center Swi111111111~ l'oPI. I I :4'.'i 
a.m. 
Piano Recital 
Ford Hall.4 p.111. 
J.V .Basketball-Harlw1ck vs Ithaca 
6:15 p.m. 
Varsity Basketball-Hartwick vs 
Ithaca 
8: 15 p.m. 
Play! 'Gone Out .. 
See Thursday 
SUJNt 
Ecumenical Church Service 
Ford Hall,on Stage,! I ~ 111. 
Protestant Worship 
Choral Room,Ford Hal 
Christmas Concert 
Ford Hall,4 p.m. 
SAB Festival of Films 
Textor 102 from 7 p.m. on. 
V arsity Hockey- Oswego vs Ithaca 
Lynah Rink,7:30 p.m. 
Play .. Gone Out" 
See Thwsday 
Greek Peak Sign Ups 
Union Lobby,10 a.m.-3p.m. 
,,. ·1.1 I 
lM: ·~1 
n PLAY 11 AS IT LAYS 
By Stephen H.Swarlz 
.Jon:rl h,111 Wrnlc'rs docs a commercial where he 
pl.1y~ .1 L"lassy lrash111an::1 stiff uppL'r lip who 
111:011011 lie<·~ !!"' h.1g<' "( ;arhahge .'"(soft ··g""). Valley 
ot rh~ Dolls and Pl hers of 1Js _ilk l'xe111phfy the 
d.1ss1l1c·al1011 garh.rg<'. Play it as it Lays.the film 
i:1111,·nlly pl.1y111g at th<' Slrand Theatre.is an 
<''\a111plc- of "garhahg<·.'· · 
Tlwrc· b a s1111pk nhv1ous dtffrrence between 
thl' lwo frlms ... Dolls was made 111 the tradition of 
th<· h1g hullgt.'l lh)llywood soaper--a rant here.a 
r,1v,· there.a IOVl' SL"l"IIL' Sllpl'r-rmposc·ll on lop of it 
all. Frnal fa,k-oul waslll'd away m a sea of tears. 
Ami thcr<··s not ,t llr~- eye 111 tilt' house as the 
audic•nn· reahzt•s llwt they have been suckered 
into shdl111g out I hree hucks for two hours of 
lousy acling.trite dialogue and ··steamy··swnes 
that wouldn't arouse the sensuous· woman. 
Play it as it Lays,hilll'd as a Frank Perrv film 
(Perry.of Diary of a Mad Housewife ai1dD0c 
fame).is a dirty littk 111ovie:d10L·k full of 
pretentious nnematk st:ttL'ments lhal fizz out in 
reel after red of hanality .it is only through the 
ading of Tuesday Weld (as MariJ WYc'I It) lh,tt the 
film claims any c·retlibility at all. Wdd.for vears 
relegated to ingenul' roles.is an intellig<'nl · and 
mnedibly beautiful adress. Perrv.al least has the 
sense to capitalize on this one advantage: h.: allows 
his eameras to. dwell on her every whim:and.with 
someone of Weld"s delil'alt.' and acute invention it 
1s l!me well spent_. ~erry ,however,is not content(or 
perhaps not scns1t1ve enough) to explore the real 
w?man _that Weld creates;instea,d,he presents us 
with bnef,choppy scenes that contribute to a 
sense less collage of bitchiness wrought in 
heavy-handed symbolism. Like a child in a 
schoolyard,Perry. is facinated by dirty words;and 
the casual war ~1s beautiful people actors through 
them around,1s mtended to give us a view at the 
proverbial room at the top. Instead of incurring 
our hate for them,however his dirty word fetish 
a~d his other ~irectorial pranks only serve to 
altenate_ the aud1en_ce. One winds up hateing the 
cheap Imes and the actors' contrived intonations 
instead of hating the characters they portray. 
Another notable failure,and one made more 
blatant by the skill o( the actor involved,.is tlle 
poor showing of Anthony Perkins as producer 
B.Z.Mendenhall. Perkins,who co-starred with Weld 
once before in the minor filtn classic "Pretty 
Poison.'" seems befuddled by his whereabouts. His 
face is constantly contorted into a puzzel frown :as 
if to say.''O.K. I need the money ... but why this? 
Perry should thank his lucky stars (also those 
few unlueky ones who decided to truck along with 
him on this fiasco)for the saving grace of Tuesday 
Weld: for witl_1out her presense the film would 
have been just another piece of junk to be carted 
away.deaned up.and sold to T.V .. As it is ,even 
with Tuesday.the film is "garbahge"-and even 
though that's classier and packaged differently it 
still smells. ' 
··-
i "fREE PRESTO NE SPR~ Y WAX" 
, 5 5 cent \"alllt' 
WITH THIS COUPON 6'1 .I' ~URCHASE OF CAR WASH C0&NER. BroK. Sm)).E 
115-17 S. CAYUGA ST. ITHACA, NIW TDIIIC 14850 
Th-ere is a Book for E-very Personality. 
Browse through our Many Sections 
and Find The R i~ht Book 
for Someone You Care About. 
_. .)t;·, ·/-, Automatic Car ·wash & Dry 
_ J · _;:;:..-: SI .00 with any fill up $.; .00 wrth nu g." 
ITHACA·s FINEST AUTOMATIC 
e·R USH CAR WASH 
Gulf CarWash In Front OfW ston\ 
By Doug Sahadi 
Thb week. let's consid.:r a 
group that first appeared in ·fatl' 
1965. had several hit si11gles 
during the next three and a half 
years, and then disbanded only 
to form many of the 
contempory groups that are 
popular today. The group that 
I'm concerned with_ i~ iT,h.e 
Buffalo Springfield . . . Oiry/ey 
Martin, Steve Stills, ~1i:nie 
Furay, Neil Young, and Bruce 
Palmer. 
For those that curi't plac.:: the 
name, think of songs such as 
"For What It's Worth," 'Mr. 
Sou I, " and . "Bluebird"· · : . 
then surely you will recall this 
fine rock group. 
· Their first album on Atco(200 
A) entitled "-Buf:alo 
Springfield" was released 1fter 
the success of the single 'For 
What It's Worth." Some or the 
more outstanding ~ongs 01 the 
album w.Jre "Do I Hav,l'" To 
Come R'rg-t(I Out And,Say 
It"(which by the way wa~ the 
flip side of the single "For What 
It's Worth .. ) and " Flying 011 the 
Ground Is Wrong." It was a good 
debut Jllbum .by the-grouf.l.~{9.67 
brought "Buffalo Spr!'n~fied 
Again" (Atco 226) wliich 
inc I u de d "Mr. S 0.11 I_'.', 
"Bluebird", "Rock and· ,Roll 
Woman,'' and ''Brolken 
Arrow"( recorded live). in· ,968 
"Last- Time Around" '.was 
released. It included "On ! The 
Way Home" and ··I-I.ind 
Woman". This album Nas 
produced by Jim Messina w110 is 
the other half of Loggins md 
Messina today. Finally, a be~t of 
album was released en1itled 
"Retrospect." · 
Today, Steve Stills and I Neil 
Young are on their own m:Jking 
people happy with the 11h1sic 
they play. However, I'll always 
be curious if Young's and Still's 
popularity would be as grea~ had 
there not been The Buffalo 
Springfield. 
NEW FROM BEU REqJ.fU;r; 
Bell has come up with' ·thtee 
sure-fire records that will soon 
be available at record stores-.'-Tne 
first, entitled "The nigh'. the 
Lights Went Out in Georgia'', is 
by Vicki Lawrence. The sei::ond, 
while being a re-issue, shows.the 
supremacy of Al Green as an 
artist. The song is entitled ~'Hot 
Wire". Finally, the Delfbnics 
new song entitled "Thillk It 
Over" will no doubt be a top ten 
hit as soo as it receives so111e air 
play. Good luck, BELL 
RECORDS·. 
D ••• ~ ·~-!~-;1.-•:;..~, ;~(r·,·~-~ .. · .. ;,:;, )A,, 
,',o ; : ,~ • ' : ,t' '• ' ,. I 
6-- , •• _.,~· •• , 
,,· 
: ,· .• •> . : ··:_ : • : •. 
·ea·111· 
NOTES 
VD DOCUMENT ARY 
\'c•n.:rt'al Dis.:as.: has rt•ad1<•d .:piikmk prnpnr1inns n:11ionall\ Jnd 
11, wet'k. WICB :-,./t'ws· ... Suntlay :-,.light"' will t·,Jmint· th,• s·,,>pt·. 
01 mt'nt and prt'V<'lltion of \'[). nw program c·an bt· ht·Jrd this 
11rnlay. Dt'ct'mb•:r 11. at h:OOp.m. on WICB .-\:\1/F:\I" 
BEETHOVEN'S BIRTHDAY SPECIAL 
Ludwig von Bt'ethoven. his musk and lift'styks. will ht' f.:aturt·tl 
om 7-9:30a.m. this Sunday on WICB-FM during .. Thl' World ,)f 
usic.'' Host Henry Kawtt will play 81.'ethowu·s gr.:att·st 
,mpositions and add comn1t:ntary on the genius compost'r. 
THE YOUNGBLOODS 
UNGBLOODS-HIGH ON A 
GE TOP-RACCOONS 
1en and' if you. happen to· pick 
a copy of this album in a 
·ord store or somewhere, 
1'11 be looking at either the 
or next to the last album 
'II see from the Youngbloods. 
c group has since broken up 
the individual members will 
, go their seperate ways. On 
igh on A Ridge Top" the 
ungbloods have for the 
ond straight time borrowed 
· v1ly from outside sources. 
·s time it's a combination of 
ks and some blues material. 
r the oldies we get versions of 
peedo", '' Running Bear", 
aBamba" and "Donna. 
unnirig Bear" works quite well 
· "Donna" works somewhat, 
but I just can't say the same for 
the other two. As for the hlucs 
material(Robert Johnson's 
"Kind Hearted Woman", Jimmy 
Reed's "Going By The River" 
and Taj Mahal's "She Caught 
The Katy"), it's really not that 
bad, but it's not the 
Youngbloods I've come to know 
and appreciate. 
Dylan's "I Shall Be Released" 
and Lennon-McCartney's "She 
Came In Through The Bathroom 
Window" also receive another 
unnecessary treatment. Thus 
Jesse's "Dreamboat" is the only 
new offering to be had from 
these perpetrators of so many 
great tunes. And though I'm 
sorry to say it, the Youngbloods 
bow out on a sour note. 
Opera To Be Offered 
:• , I I•!~' '~ ' ' '1 f ' •i --
By Leah Fackos 
uccini's one-act opera ll 
arro (fhe Cloak) will be 
cnted on December 13 and 
111 the Arena theatre of the 
nrming Arts building. The 
duction which is under the 
nvision of Dr. E. Leslie 
nl'tl, will begin at 8:15 on 
nesday and 4:30 p.m. on 
r,day. 
pera production was 
iated last yeat at LC., with 
production of Menotti's The' 
dium,. Its purpose is to 
,e ssfully produce operatic 
rk, while extending the 
~b1lities of those interested in 
1c and Drama and to also 
g another art form to the 
ca College Commumity. 
I Tabarro is part of a trilogy 
cd 11 Trittico It is the tragic 
n t er-part to the farcical 
nni Schicchi. Th• plot 
Luigi and 
the W~rld on Your 
TER·AT-SEA 
September & Feb~uary 
accredited study with . 
I st9ps lri· Africa, Aus-
d the Orient. 0,ver 5000 
om 4~ campuses have 
Periehced this interna-
ram. A wide range of 
~d ci.J!:~:J~: __ W~it.e 
o, Otaaige;;Ca_JL 92666; ,-
- ~. 
Georgette, who must hide their 
affection, and Michele, who is 
searching for his wife's lover. 
There are a few moments within 
the play of happiness and gaiety, 
but they quickly turn to despair 
and loneliness,_as each of the 
characters try to find solace in 
each others sorrows. 
Appearing in the leading roles 
will be Debbi!! Drucker, Chris 
Scholl, Bob Johnson Susan 
Watson, Matt Kwiat, Mike 
Lewis, Chris Wiberg, Dale 
Szcijkowski, and Melody 
Meitrott. 
11 Tabarro is being staged by 
Gary Meitrott, w~th musical 
direction by John Armstrong, 
and technical direction by David 
Briggs. The set has been designed 
by Paul Gallo and the lighting 
designer is Pamela Cooper. The 
production is being made 
possible through The Council on 
the Arts. ' 
THE CO£. 
·,' .··., 
j -~ •• ~ I • "} •• , 
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"GONE OUT" - DAZZLING AND BRILLIANT 
By Lt'ah Fackos 
l>a11hng. lig.hting anti hrillian1 ,sound •·ffrds 
,·nmb1n•·tl w 1th a vay lig.hl. yl'I dt't'I' :111d symlwlk 
pl0t irr.1di:1kd till' l\l:1111 Th,•a!rt· of !ht• I.C. 
Pt•rforming. Aris Building. last nig.ht as I ht' I.('. 
lkparl nwnr nf l)r;1 nw :IIHI Spt·,·ch 01wnt·d r h•· 
Tad,·us1 RosL'Wll'/ pkiy Gone Out. This wrv 
SUL't'<.'ssful 11L·rfor111anL'L" is hillt·d as b,·mg a l'ohsii 
comt•dy. It hOWl'VL'~at lilllt's. lransl'l·nds lht• rL·alm 
of l'Ollll!dy aml ttt·als wilh till' sig111fk:111t and 
emotional workin!!S of lilt' hum:111 mind. Al tinws 
Ollt:' se.:s llw inrll'r-most drt·ams and fontasi,·s nf 
thl' ··every day hous..·wifr". and ;11 lini,·~·orll' frds 
hl' would likt> ·lo St't' what ii would lw lik,·, lo ht· 
ablt' lo liVt' in lhL' slwltaed and innol'L'nt w,1rld of 
childhood ag.ain. ThL' bask plol strnl"lun· is s~·t. 
and adorned with many daborak tmnmings. but 
only with individual dforl by t ht· vil"Wt'r ,·;111 a 
perlint>nl ml'aning hl' givt·n 10 lht· produ ... ·tion. 
Susan Wishner and Jamie Padnos also give 
to !HWll:h depict ions as Gizela and Benjamin. 
Pad nos especially, had a bubbling effervescence 
about him thal added a great deal of comic 
hilaril y .. He shoul.d be heartily praised for his 
,·xln.•nwly amusing characterization. 
Thl'· shows lt'chnicals at times stole the 
spotlii!l1t. The costumes of FTan Brassard were 
fantastic. Especially notable were those is the 
ha1H1m•I Sl-cne. whert' yellows, polka-dots and clear 
plastic ran amuck. The lighting design of Donald. 
Creason and lhl' Sound master, Robert Kerzman 
dcst•rv ... · I hl' plaudits of all for their great 
t·ontrihution to making the show the superb 
su ... ·ct·ss ii was. The slide show during Henry's 
kl"lurL' wa~~ ,·x1rcmely well thought out. The 
11111sk:1I ha ... ·k!!Hllllld also added a great deal to the 
oVl'r-all aura of lht· show. 
II isn'I ol'll'n thal a reviewer salutes a poster 
dt·si!!n of a show, hut that of Al Perrone for this 
show. lkfinilcly dcscrws lo be applauded. 
Both Erin Thompson and Charlt·s K in·k as wifr 
and husband (Ew and lknry) g.iVl' fabulous 
performam·rs in I heir very d1allL•nging rolt>s. Miss 
Thompson showed a grL'al (kal of lak'nt in UL'aling 
with the shifting cmoliµnal vkws of lwr diaradl'r 
and Kirck cxhihikd a great <kal of l'as,· amt 
assurance in his role. 
('on(l:ralulations.should h~ extended to director 
famt·s Lauricella, who is responsible for gathering 
all this gr ... ·at lalcnl to produce a captivating show. 
I k should hl' well-complimented for presenting 
lht· ltha ... ·a ('ollcgl' Communily wilh this decidedly 
d1ff ... ,r ... ·nl lastt· 111 lhl'alre. 
Present Laughter 
By Cheryl Christian 
When Noel Coward 1s perlor111ed well, the ~pirrl 
of lhe audience is quill' enl11111;ed. (;rt•c11room 
productions tend to lend themsl!!Vl's to ~upremc 
,moments of high comedy. The Senior Acting 
Ensemble's rendering of ('oward'sPresent Laughter 
continued lhis fine quality charall'risil i<: of many 
Greenroom preformances. 
The energy level of lhc Senior A cling l·:nscmblc 
is quite high. As a group preforming on stage. they 
are an intimate troupe, and have the ah1hty to 
involve their audience closely with them. As the 
director of Present Laughter Jane lknt igcr 
organizes their enthusiasm in such a way thal the 
audience follows the show cont111uou~ly and docs 
not lose interest for a minute. 
Lisa Inserra delivers the mo,! admirable 
performance in this production, for ~he create~ an 
extremely natural presence on slJge. A~ Liz 
Essendine, Miss Inserra conveys all of the clever 
intelligence of a witty sophisticate while 
maintarning a warmth an<l personableness 
demanded hy the character: Meri K rassncr subtly 
catches, within the ·orderliness of Essendinc's 
secretary, a genuine sincerity and concern for the 
affairs of her employer. Comic liming is an art 
which she has perfected. 
A bit disappointing was Louis Welch's portrayal 
of Essendine. Essendine is a tricky character for an 
actor to ltandle, as the character Essendine is 
himself an actor. Unfortunately, F.ssendine acts a 
great deal in his real life cxistence. Welch was, 
from time to time, unbelievable in liis role as 
Essendine dramatizing in a real life situation. 
However, as Welch is a natural comic, this 
inadequact can pass by unnoticed. 
Technical affairs proved especially superb. The 
set and the costumes added to the performance, 
yet more important was the efficiency of the 
running crew. Props and sound ran particularly 
smoothly, and the staff should b.e commended for 
its splendid organization. 
Present Laughter is a show for enjoyment rat~er 
than for picky criticism. In the Greenroom 
atmosphere in which it was performed, the play 
worked especially well. Noel Coward's play 
produces high comic entertainment, and the 
Senior Acting Ensemble functioned skillfully in 
this study. 
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Roommate wanted to 1h1re-· ~--__.; I ·. 'Aruu· 
·'ATTENTION lt)(TE'NSION 
941: If you ban any. 1rlD•s · 
... itout the 1.c. cllHrleacl•rs why 
:daft't You call 277·31921 We 
CIOn't like beln1 told "or else" 
llteCS.roo"" :.Dt. Own room ,:; ,, I 
S7G.D0/montll. 1_ 1/2 mlle1 from I 
caff!pu1~- c.all Alby, Herb or Dick I 
273.oaa 
when you're not nen brawe 
, e n o u g h to I I " e ,t r u • 
iden.tlflcatlon. At least we 1iwe a 
number where '°""°ne can 
·reatly be ruchacl. 
Local SUrDIUs ••• Purllle People 
£aters .•• some with 
undercoating. Each lndlvtdually 
wrapped. Great as presents-loads 
of fun. Must refrigerate or else 
will crack-·Watch for mon 
P.P.E. 
2 bsdroom mobile home for 
rent. Furnished or unfumlslled 
S 125 Der month plus utllltles. 
273-9602. 
Apt. to sublet for 2 or 3 people. 
Spacious and centnrlly located In 
Ithaca. Call 272•7706. 
All girls invited to • Christmas 
Party Dec. 9 9:00 pm. Theta Chi 
519 Stewart Ave. 272-9119. 
Handle: 
Sorri, l'Ve been in a bttchy mood 
lately. 1 • I be fine at th• end of 
the semester. 
FORSALE: 
Hang on. 
love 
John 
Gibson EB-0 bass gultat, 
excellent condition w/case; 
$160. Haynes Bass King 
Amplifier, two channels, two 12 
In. speakers. Good condition, 
$75. Both for only $225. 
Contact Gary, 274·3207 or 
277•0512. 
MUST SELL: 
190 l"onl Mustang, 21 I cJ., 3 
speed, new paint, 4 ne11 tlfn. I 
track dfl:11. Call Jolin 277"°931, 
PIHM IIIIIYe fflel .... If ••t It...._ 
FORSALE: 
19U Fanl Mu1tan1, N- Tira 
and chltcll, 3 speed, , cyl., 
llffd brakes, $275 • cau Rolf 
(Heinz) 21:r..,oo. 
Lost: a Nikon Fin bellewed 
stolen. If you llawe any Info. 
Pleaso contact Larry at 
277·3132. 
Ski Boots for Hie· i.:.an .. 
Swingers.., 11111 under 1_:Y.ur 
guarantee. \Slza 7½, purchased 
l11t M•n;IY.' excellent condition. 
Call Nancy, 277·035 6. 
For Sale: Gold 4X6 owat rug. 
Asking $17.00. Call Diane 
Wllkevltch at X 3567. 
For Sale: 1967 Dodge Coronet, 
blue with white wlnyl top, 
automatic, v.a, 318 cJ., good 
Interior and overall good 
condition. Must sell 
Immediately. Best offer. Call or 
see Peter Barrett 277-3432 or 
X3673, Room 212. West Tower. 
WANTED: 
Typists for the Ithacan. s 1.00 
an hour. Come to the Ithacan 
office (Basement of the West 
Tower) or call x207 Monday 
1-12 p.m. 
This Weekend 
at the 
HAUNT 
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Friday 
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DECEMBER 9 •1$ 
Breakfast 
Fruit 
Juices 
Choice /Eggs 
American Fried Potatoes 
Cream of Rice 
Asst. Cold Cereals 
Waffles 
Sausage Links 
Pastry /Ory 
Toast 
Fruit 
Juices 
Choice /Eggs 
Cottage Fried Potatoes 
Farina 
Asst. Cold Cereals 
French Toast 
Fried Ham 
Pastry /Ory 
Toast 
Fruit 
Juices 
Choice /Eggs 
American Fried Potatoes 
Oatmeal 
Asst. Cold cereals 
Waffles 
FrlzzlecLBologna Pastry /Dry 
Toast 
Fruit 
Juices 
Choice /Eggs 
Hash Brown Potatoes 
Wheatina 
Asst. Cold Cereals 
Pancakes (Buttermilk) 
Sausage Links 
Pastry /Ory 
Toast 
Fruit 
Juices 
Choice /Eggs 
Cottage Fried Potatoes 
Cream/Rice 
Asst. Cold Cereals 
French Toast 
Bacon 
Pastry /Ory 
Toast 
Fruit 
J ulces 
Choice /Eggs 
American Fried Potatoes 
Farina 
Asst. Cold Cereals 
Waffles 
Fried Ham 
Pastry /Ory 
Toast 
Lunch 
Soup/ Day 
Asst. Cold Pi.te 
1. Fruit 
2. Ham Salad 
3. Mgr. Choice 
Frankly Goods 
FISh Squares /Bun 
Scrambled Eggs 
Hash Browns 
Carrots 
Salad Buffet 
Desserts 
Fruit 
Juices 
Soup/Day 
Scrambled Eggs 
Hash Brown Potatoes 
I\SSt. Cold Cereals 
Pancakes /German 
Bae.on 
Pastry /Dry 
Bagels /Cr. Cheese 
Lox 
Cold Cuts 
Blintzes 
Spanish Rice 
Toast, 
Salad j3uffet 
Desserts 
SOUP/Day 
Asst. Cold Plates 
1. Fruit 
2. Chicken Salad 
3. Mgr. Choice 
Dollble Burgers 
B.L.T.'s 
Turkey Tetrazlnl 
French Fries 
Spinach 
Salad Buffet 
Desserts 
Soup/Day 
Asst. Cold Plates 
1. Fruit 
2. EggS:ilad 
3. Mgr. Choice 
Hot Dogs 
Meatball Herpes 
Hot Beef Sandwich. 
Mashed Potatoes 
Sauerkraut 
Salad Buffet 
Oesser~s , 
Soup/Day 
Asst. Cold Plates 
1. Fruit 
2. Ham Salad 
3. Mgr. Choice 
Hamburgers 
Mouritaln Climbers 
Omelet 
French Frles1 
Green B~ns 
Salad Buffet 
Desserts 
Soup/Day 
Asst. Cold Plates 
1. Fruit 
2. Tuna Salad 
3. Mgr. Choice 
~hill Dogs 
BBQ Beef 
Hot Pork Sandwich 
Mashed Potatoes 
Mixed Vegetables 
Salad Buffet 
Desserts 
Soup/Day 
Asst. Cold Plates 
1. Fruit 
2. Egg Salad 
3. Mgr. Choice 
Cheeseburgers 
Ash Squares /Bun 
Macaroni /Cheese 
French Fries 
Rice & Peas 
Salad Buffet 
Desserts 
Kosher and Vegetarian meals wlll be served off regular menu. 
-~i?rii 
D!nnor 
Skirt Sinks 
London Broll 
Turkey Legs 
;:.~ 
Baked Potatoes 
Vollow Wax Beans : 
French Cut Green Biians 
Salad Buffet 
Sesame Seed Roll 
Desserts 
Kiel Basa 
Rlgotonl /Meat Sauce 
Beef Pot Pie ' 
Mashed Potatoes 
Mexican Corn 
Peas 
Salad Buffet 
Hard Dinner Roll 
Desserts 
Baked Chicken 
Spare Ribs 
Pizza .. 
Oven Baked Potatoes 
Mixed Vegetables 
Harvard Beets 
Salad Buffet 
Corn Bread 
Desserts 
Salisbury Steak 
Stuffed Peppers 
Pork-Chow Mein 
Mashed Potatoes 
Yellow wax Beans 
Broccoli Cuts 
Salad Buffet 
Pan Rolls 
Desserts 
Prime Ribs 
Game Hens 
SeafOOd Platter 
Baked Potatoe 
Carrots 
Peas & Onions 
5alad Buffet 
Poppy Seed Roll 
Desserts 
'•,' 
' . ~ 
Roast Pork . 
Spaghetti /Meat Balls 
Corn Beef 
Mashed Potatoes 
Cabbage 
Mixed Vegetables 
salad Buffet 
French Bread 
Desserts 
Fish & Chips 
Souffle 
Chicken Pot Pie 
French Fries 
Peas ... 
Glazed Carrots 
Salad Buffet 
Corn Bread 
Desserts 
I 
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TONIGHT _____ .... _ 
Terrace Dining Hall 
Maximus Super Beer Bust 
7:30-11:30 
Drafts: 25c each or S/$1e00 
Free: T-shirts, P_osters, Frisbees, 
Blow-Up Cans & Pillows. 
TONIGHTI 
Good Food 
.and. 
·Fast 
:~;di ~~~~:~~~~~~:·:~ .:· ... .. ~.-~;:.,;~;~(;\~~~-
; .. "Ql~_Jthai;an. December 8. 197.:! r,age 'fJ . 
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It CORD ••v1•w 
By Bill Henk 
JOURNEY THROUGH THE 
PAST- NEIL 
.)l(QUNG-- REPRISE 
,· · A'> a rule. any kind of new 
,nu~k: from \;eil Young is caw,t! 
enough for celebration among 
hi~ following of what mu~t ht! 
~ome of the mo~t loyal fans in 
the world. And though "Journey 
.,Through The Pa~t" contains 
'iittle in the way of nt::w material, 
it is ~till no cxct::ption as far as 
I'm concerned. For indudt!d are 
new livt! versions of what are 
perhaps Neil's two most 
poignant protest songs, "Ohio" 
and "Southern Man". The 
language and relevancy of these 
two songs speak for themselves 
of cour~t!, and they need no 
added interpretation from this 
writer. 
Live vcr~ion~ too are included 
c,f the Springfield's "Rock and 
.Roll Woman" and "Mr. Soul", 
CSNY's "Find the Cost of 
Freedom", and we also find 
ourselves with a live side of the 
song "Words". The only totally 
new offering .from N:il is "The 
Soldier", which features Neil on 
tht! piano. 
All this alone is enough to 
make me want to buy this album 
but, as Ario Guthrie once 
said,,"That's not what I came to 
tell you about". Instead, I'm 
here to say a few words about 
this one song containing a social 
commen_tary rivaled only by 
Young's "Obio" or "Southern 
Man". What this song actually is 
is a studio outtake of 
"Alabama", and within the song 
the group stops several times to 
discuss changes and additions in 
harmonies, piano, etc. And, 
while all this is interesting, it is 
not where the importance of this 
cut lies. Suddenly however, we 
hear edited in a voice saying 
"let's all sing 'God Bless 
America', you all know it". Thus 
we are now hearing a group of 
RECORD REVIEW 
By Bill Henk 
NEW RIDERS OF THE 
PURPLE SAGE Gypsy Cowboy 
Knowing the importance of a 
new New Rider's album to so 
many people, 1 think it's 
im porlanl first to let all those 
New Rider fans out there know 
cxac.:lly where I stand on the 
conlrowrsy involving thdr first 
two albums. Having talked to a 
number of people who felt the 
second alhum outshone the first, 
I feel it my obligation to 
establish my views on the two so .. 
that you may judge from what 
level lo base my views on 
·,·"Gypsy Cowhoy", and thus 
inlcrprct them according to your 
own perception and feelings. 
''"1·o my car, their first album 
was an ~xceptiom1l work of 
consistent quality throughout. It 
was withoi1t a doubt in my mind 
ont' of the finest overall albums 
lo c.11111: out ot the year 197 I. 
Thus I anxiously looked forward 
lo and was subseqently a little 
disa ppointcd by the group's 
second Ip. True. "Dim Lights 
Thick Smoke", "Rainbow", 
.. Swt:'t:'l Lovin' One", and "Hello 
M.1ry Lou" wen~ exceptionally 
fint:' samples of the New ~iders 
type of magic but six minutes 
of .. Willie and the Hand Jive" I 
j usl d.id not need. The rest 
ranged from slightly above 
average to ploddingly dull. It is 
; within this contexrand overview 
"·lhl'll 'tl1al I now si(- down ,to 
review "Gypsy Cowboy", the 
group's third release. 
"Gypsy Cowboy" is the type 
of album that becomes 
increasingly more pleasing with 
each additional listening. Dave 
Torbert's songs become more 
and more bearable and finally 
find their place in the overall 
quality and consistency of the 
album itself. "Gypsy Cowboy" 
and "On My Way Back Home" 
provide pleasant interludes and 
contrast to the material of John. 
Dawson, which is still the 
showcase of the group. Dawson's 
"Whiskey", "Sutter's Mill", 
"Death and Destruction", and 
"Linda" are the New Riders at 
their , best, though l admit I'd 
still rate his "Portland Woman", 
"Louisiana Lady", or "I Don't 
Know You" a notch above these 
offerings. 
From outside sources the 
group pulls "She's No Angel", 
which just may be the finest 
single cut on the album, and also 
offer their version of "Long 
Black Veil''. 'The two remaining 
songs on the album, 
"Superman" and "Groupie" are 
a bit sub-par, but not enough so 
to upset the consistent quality 
of this album. I rate it above 
"Powerglide" and just a notch 
below their first. And being that 
I still play that first album once 
·ever~· week' or· tw-o, that's 
saying a bit indeed, · 
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grade school youngsters singing a 
chorus of the song. Out of this 
chorus we hear a young man 
start to speak, so.unding 
somewhat incredulous: "I thmk 
as a matter of fact that most of 
the people who are taking the 
hard line against us are firmly 
convinced tharthey are the last 
defenders of civilzation. I think 
they see themselves as the· 
Roman Senate perched among 
the ruins of man~ defending it 
against the barberian hordes;'the 
last stronghold of Mother, God, 
home and Apple Pie---and 
they' re full of shit". 
Now just imagine this if you 
can. The very next thing we hear 
is the voice (actual) of Richard 
M. Nixon shoveling it on thick as 
usual: "As one who works in the 
field of government I can tell 
you my life is dedicated to the 
cause that I know you're all 
dedicated to all of you. I want 
this nation to be at peace and we 
shall be. I want air to be clean 
and it will be clean. I want the 
waters to be pure and they will 
be pure ..... " Now right about 
here the words and music of 
"Alabama" fade back up again: 
"See all this ruin/WHAT ARE 
YOU.. DOING'? Alabama ..•. 
"and the chorus drowns Nixon 
'completely out. Believe me that 
while this is hard to relate on 
paper, it's just got to be heard 
Miss the film at your own risk, 
and at the risk of this country. 
ICKEY'S 
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2015. Tioga Sf 
Ithaca, N.Y. 
272-8262 
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HERBIE 
conr. from page 7 
engineer, Fred Calero. declined 
and delegated the re-mixing task 
to the album's producer. David 
Rubinson. 
Herbie will be making a guest 
appearance with Milt Jackson. 
Freddie Hubbard, and Ron 
Carter in a Creed Taylor. 
I ncorporated(CTI) recording 
session next week. "Mwandishi", 
who has played on Red Clay, 
Straight Life, White Rabbit, and 
several other CTI albums in the 
past, remarked that the rapidly 
expanding New York City jazz 
label is among his personal 
favorites. He describes the sound 
as "conservative. but 
beautiful." 
In reference to a question about 
John Coltrane, the late, 
magnificient saxophonist, 
"Mwandishi" quickly summoned 
his trumpeter -flugelhornist, 
"Mganga" Eddie Henderson, 
who replied, "In any era, John 
MUSK: 
Coltrane was the leader in 
d ire.:ting this form of music. 
pJrtil'ularly in terms of the 
spiritual elements in his music." 
"It takes an awful lot of money 
to run a band with e·ight 
people." claims Herbie (the band 
also travels wiih its own sound 
system and operator-mixer. the 
eighth man). "One of these days, 
maybe wtc!'ll get enough money 
to run the band itself. But in 
order to do that, we'd have to 
break even, ·and right now. we're 
losing money because we're 
booked for many small dubs, 
and not enough concerts. Why? 
Because the promoters would 
rather push 'Black Angus' and 
'Mountain'." 
The Herbie Hancock Sextet's 
next album will be rt!corded 
during the first two weeks of 
January on the Columbia label 
As of yet, it is untitled but it 
":',ill definitely be an exte~sion of 
Mwandishi and "Crossings" 
Watch out tor it! 
"!. 
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MUSIC 
IN ONE EAR 
By Ward H. Sih·er 
DuJne ·\!Iman had 1t ,omethmg f1en:e--that 
,pirn deep wnhm that surface, al moment, of 
sheer dc,pondcnLy and unbounded exuberance It 
WJs h1, unLann:, .ihil1t} to ,hare that ,pirit 111 the 
,h,,rt time we gn:w to know him and hi~ mu!>ic 
th.it left u, with ,uch an extreme ,en~e of lo~~ 
when he died 1n October of I 'J7 I. But the !,plflt 
live, on 
In Duane Allman/ An Anthology (Capricorn) we 
,m, JI lorded a glimp,c of the Allman voyage from 
,e.,.,1on work with Clarence Carter ml967 through 
h1, la'>t day~ a, an A II man Brother. No album 
could hdve captured the qu1ntessent1al Duane but 
the anthology 1s; a thoroughly honest and 
admirable .it tempt. Of special note is the included 
booklet with Tony Glover's remmisc1ences and 
Stephen l'ai<:y\ ~uperb photos. 
Duane wa~ hell bound from the start, we're told: 
"We were a \mokin' hand," he said to Glover. 
"Boy I mean- we would set fire to a building ma 
second all we (The House Rockers, one of his 
t1r,t hand,) wanted was to hear that damn musk 
be111· stomped out .. That's what I love, man. to 
Ill: a r that hdckbcat popping, that damn bass 
plunk 111' down, Jesus God 1 ! 
The mam quality of Duane that the anthology 
Cdptures; 1s !11~ vcr!,atJlity. His breakneck lead and 
,l1de arc heard on the Allman's favorite opener, 
''State~boro Blue~" Delaney and Bonnie·s "Livin' 
on the Open Road'• and the classic "Layla". The 
t luck, nch Delta sound is caught on Muddy 
Water,' "Rollin' Stone" ( performed with Johnny 
frnkm,). lib jazz inclinations are felt on Joe 
South's "Games People Play" (with the late King 
Curtis; on !>aX ), although there are no numbers 
from flerb1e Mann's Push-Push LP. And Duane's 
The Gift of a Lifetime 
bJckground in rhythm and blues can be heard on 
'"The Road Of Love .. with Clarence Carter. 
There are some cuts that could have been left 
out such a~ the previously unreleased '"Mean Old 
;,.,1 an" ·with Eric Clapton-a double slide get 
together that tends to drag; and "Don't Keep Me 
Wondering·'-the hve version of the song done on 
the ldlewild South Allman Bros. album. In the 
notes. Glover ·recalls that Duane "was the kind of 
guy who had to feel it to do it-he'd build himself 
up to some kind of tantrum when he started to do 
a break. And he'd turn on so heavy that if 1t didn't 
come off he'd say, 'It's lost, I ,II have to come back 
tomorrow and do it." Although the live Allman 
Brothers Lp at the Fillmore was their strongest in 
my opmion, it isn't clear whether "Don't Keep Mc 
Wondering" was done on the same night, or at 
least at a point when he was fully warmed up. This 
may have been the problem here. 
Certainly "Layla" had to be included. For it 
was this song that, more than any other, will 
remain as the trademark of two of the finest blues 
guitarists in music history-Duane Allman and Eric 
Clapton. Glover describes their first meeting: 
"Duane came back to the studio and they sat there 
in camp chairs with acoustic guitars talking to each 
other: "Hey, man, how'd you ever do this on that 
record?and 'You know your solo that goes like 
this? It was a four way conversation: the guitars 
were talking to each other, and the heads were 
talking to each other ... they went on like that till 
4: 3 0 or 5 in the morning." 
The longest number on the album is "Loan Me 
A Dime", cut with Boz Scaggs .. It's thirteen 
minutes of pure downhearted blues and is most 
indicative of Duane's rising star that led to the 
formation of the Allman Brothers Band in 1969. 
The 'shortest song is "Little Martha", performed 
with Dicky Betts. Gentle as a stream, it is 
exemplary of a definite tranquility that was always 
part of Duane (see the fishing pictures on the 
cover and in the booklet as well). Both of these 
songs help one to appreciate the manner in which 
Duane made the most of whatever he 
did-qualitatively or quantitatively. 
There isn't much more to be said-anyway 
Duane says it better. I for one have had a hell of a 
time shaking the memory of his death. And so it 
shall be.· In the words of his 6rother Greg, "There 
ain't no such thing as dying ... Long Jive the spirit 
of brother Duane Allman." 
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REVIEW 
By Barry King 
Europe 72-The Grateful Dead-Warner Bros. 
Most people who follow the Dead's activities 
know that they spent most of the summer truckin' 
through Europe. When the summer i.:ame to an 
end. and the Dead concluded their touring. they 
returned home and decided upon trai.:ks they were 
to put together for a live album. The i.:ulmination 
of the live tracks they have used on their new 
three Ip set is some of the best material I have 
heard from the Dead in a long time. 
The album, for the most part, has excellent 
production. They used basically the same sound 
systems everywhere. Also, it you listen to the 
vocals, you'll hear nice harmonizings. The tracks· 
themselves are electric Dead. If you ever go to a· 
Dead concert you'll hear their acoustic side as ' 
well. Its surprising to me that they didn't mix up 
the numbers on the album electrically and 
acoustically. If you ever want to hear some' 
professionally-done bootleg tapes of the Dead 
(with equal to better preduction than this album) · 
look up a drummer named Sky in Ithaca. 
Although the Dead escapaded throughout· 
Europe, the only locations represented on the· 
album are primarily London and Paris, with two· 
cuts from Amsterdam and Copenhagen. It doesn't 
matter, however. From the tracks on the album I 
would judge that the Dead were in fine shape · 
everywhere. 
"Cumberland Blues" 1s the opening track, and 
its even more high-spirited than the studio version. 
It is longer than the studio version, featuring Jerry 
Garcia '!"ith som~ mighty fine pickings. 
Two of the cuts on the album were previously 
released on Vintage Dead. "China Cat Sunflower" 
and "I Know You Rider" are a Jot tighter and 
pack much more strength now than they ever did 
at the Matrix in San Francisco, where the Dead 
originally gigged. The Dead recorded these tracks· 
at the Olympia Theatre in Paris. After getting o,ff 
on some jamming on the first song they travel" 
into "Rider"·smoothly.a:nd with strong vocais.·fiii,'- -: 
instrumentation is also much better than· that--
released on Vintage Dead ,with Garcia on guitar 
and Keith Godchaux on piano. Bill Kreutxmann 
does what I consider to be some of his best 
drumming on this cut. 
By the time you get to around side three, you 
should be about ready to listen to something a 
little slower and mellower. The Dead must have 
known this, because they included a fine, old blues 
number by Elmore James on this side entitled 
"Hurts Me Too". The track features Pigpen on 
cont. on page I 5 
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·cu·y.z 
By Bill Henk 
Poco-A Good Feeling To 
Know-Epic-Very important wa~ lh1~ Ip 
tr,, l'r11:o. for it~. prcd~cc~~or ( .. From 
1h'c ln~idc") had hccn the group'~ f1r5t 
Ip with new guitarbl Paul Colton and 
1[: hat! been a hit .~potty and la<.:kcd 
1m,riiration at time~. Fortunately Po<.:0 
ha~· _hounccd hack qui<.:kly with a truly 
I inc effort. ·1 hh '>!!ems to be the album 
1n whft::-h Cotton's rock and roll 
hack1m,und comes lo the fore. Most of 
I he material contained within is of the 
qual.ity, and stuff that the single "A 
c ;_cmd Fcdin' ·1 o Know" was born out 
of. St i 11 the <.:ountry influen<.:e is 
alway~ there. and for any Buffalo 
Springl'ieldor Poco fan the good music 
to he had° on this one is a must. 
A'm er ic a-Ho mecom in g-Warner 
Brothers-The success of this group's 
I irsl alhum surprised almost every 
n:~ord reviewer in the country, though 
Jdm:ttedly-there was some nice catchy 
mush: and harmonizing contained 
within. Their st:cond- album however 
does ·not have the bounce or 
consistency of their first. There ar.e 
I 1ve or so songs that do exemplify the 
bounce and quality contained with in 
I he first Ip including "Ventura 
11 ighway" and "California Revisited", 
which may be their next single. The 
llthcr half o{ ·the album however 
tonsists ·or slower Jess memorable 
material, though previous America 
matc'rial has shown the ability of 
!!rnwing on you with repeated 
hstcnings. 
Haif Moon-Full Moon-Douglas- This is 
lllle .superbly done album with 
1n!'Ju:':,~~cs of jazz, soul and rock. Half 
\l-oon is a group led by Gene 
Dinwiddie. B_uzz Fcitcn. and Phillip 
\Vi hon a II formr!rl v of the Paul 
Butterficld Blue~ Ban·d. The group is 
tight. the ·musicians versatile and the 
musk beautirul. Don't miss it. 
Flash-In the Can-Capitol-First let me 
~ay that if you like the Y cs. if you like 
lots of fine organ .work. and if you like 
rock and roll you should buy the 
groups first album. La..:king Tony 
Kaye, the organist on the first album, 
the group's second album consists of 
completely undistinguished rock and 
roll and (with the exception of the 
cover) belongs exactly where the title 
says it does. 
Steely Dan-Can't Buy A Thrill_-ABC-
This group impresses me much in the 
way that America's first album_ did; 
smooth catchy material done with 
some extremely fine harmonizing. The 
major difference is that Steely Dan 
accomplishes this with an electric 
guitar, organ and steel guitar while 
America did it with acoustic guitars. 
Of the ten songs included, seven are of 
the quality to make this album one of 
the finest soft rock albums of the year 
by a new band. And, it seems to me 
that l 've heard "Do It Again" on one 
of them car radios somewhere· 
recently, so it may be that you've 
heard some of this Ip already. If not, 
then you should. 
Steeleye Span-Below The 
Salt-Chrysalis-An offshoot of the 
original Fairport Convention, 
Steeleye's second album has a sound 
that more than resembles that of the 
group from which it had its birth. i 
So me excellent traditional English 
music is contained within, including 
"John Barleycorn", "Saucy Sailor" 
and other assorted finery. If you're a 
fan of some of Fairport's fine fiddlin' 
traditional music, you might seriously 
consider this album. 
Azteca-ColumbiaWith the road pretty 
\\di paved Jnd proven by both 
Santana and '.\lalo. thr! field of latin 
mtluen..:ed musk broadens and the 
ent.ry be..:omes less restri..:ted. Altec·a 1s 
the ncwr!st · of such ensembles. This 
group. however. is more is more of a 
jazz based jazz-ro~·k latin band than 
were any of the previous entrants into 
this field. With all the trumpets. horns. 
saxes and things incorporated into this 
big band consisting of thirtcr!n 
musicians-and four swit..:hing vocahsts. 
this group has the capability of 
achieving sounds at times reminisc.:icnt 
of Blood, Sweat & Tears. wlule at 
other times the sound will more 
resemble Tower of Power. They're 
quite good if you like this type of 
music. 
Gary Ogan & Bill 
Lamb-Portland-El ektra-Portland is an 
album of fine folk music.: that is well 
worth taking note of. Delicately well 
honed harmonies and guitar duos 
highlight this Ip. My biggest objection 
is that while all the songs are very well 
.. done, there is really not that much 
difference or distinctiveness in the 
songs from each other. Be forewarned. 
however, that the talent is there. 
••v11:w 
Continued from pg. 14 
harmonica and a lilting piano backing by Keith 
Godchaux. Garcia's guitar is so full of the blues 
here that one would think it could've paid some 
dues. 
It was inevitable -that the group had to include 
"Truckin"', when they have six sides to work with 
in this set. It 'definitely fulfills its expectations. 
The vocal harmonics are good, and when they 
conclude with the lyrics, the song and the Dead 
just flow and space you out for the rest of the side 
with improvisation. 
Actually, in order to cover this album 
completely, I would have to do a review that 
would take up about two pages. Instead I'm going 
to let you find out for yourself what the rest of 
the album contains. But this is one Dead album for 
which we can all be grateful. What a long strange 
trip its been._ 
MUSIC 
JAZZ LAB 
{'()II fllltlc'c/ (1'<1111 p. 7 
SwJnscn. JJII. 
By the t1111e Chns SwJnst·n 
did ..:ome on. th<' ,llllll<-'llc't' w.1s 
restless. Th<-' p1ogr.1111m111g wJ~ 
L'l1opp~. Th<-' pc•rfo11111.'r, pl,1ycd 
a httk of ewr~ tlung .. 111d got 
mto notl1111g . C.1101 K 111g JIISI 
did no! log1ca II y preccdl' I he• 
mus I c of Chris Sw.1 nsc·n. 
espe..:ially soft Carol K111g. 
Swansen 1s .111 mtL'nsL' .irt isl .• ind 
his llll1Sil' rl'flL'dS ll. II IS ,I 
..:olle..:tion of sounds ,rnd note's. 
molded by .1 hund1L'd 111fh1L'llL'L'S. 
fed throu!!,h a Moog syntht'SllL'r 
and arranged into Jan .. Sw.111st·n 
Jnd his lricnds have ht'L'll 
around. havmg played with Gary 
Burton. Stan Ken ton and 
Maynard Ft·rguson; and Swanst'n 
has studied with Aaron Copland, 
to drop a fcw names. 
Swansen ended up with two 
picces at the very end of thL' 
concert. At that late time. the 
synthesized sound and music 
rnuld not hit the audience-they 
were no longcr reccpt1vc. 
Swansen did his tw~ and left, 
(not a long trip to his home in 
Trumansburg). And Steve Brown 
and the band wrapped things up 
with some rearranged Christmas 
songs. The <.:0ncert had all thc 
ingredients needed to make the 
concert good, but unfortunately 
the musicians were unable to put 
it all together.One would expect 
more from a normally more 
exciting ensemble. 
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LAST YEAR 
OVER 91 INCHES OF SNOW 
• • FELL ON ITHACA. 
Not t'\ t'J") 011t· ,, a~ rt·ady tor it. 
Thi~ ~ t:ar \\ ht·n a ~torm i~ on 
tht' ,, a~\\' ICB STORM ( El\TER 
,, ill ht• ont· ~tt·p aht·acl of it. 
EMERGENCY INFORMATION. 
CANCELLATIONS. ROAD 
CONDITI01'S. 
IJ 
• 
* 
WICB Storm Center 
WICB Storm Center 
WICBAM&FM 
,, - ~ : ..... 
Kemo 
Busted! 
Mountaineering 
Boots! 
{Male& Female) 
All Sizes 
Shoe Repair-
5ervic 
Keels 
Dunh11111 
Fry 
•Venle 
~ 
eCo > 
FONTANA'S I COLL~=WN ~~ 
ON EDDY STREET AR 2-2080 ~~--~ SINCE 1723 ITHACA, N. Y. ,_ ~~M\~S -_. ,:·_: '~_·:.-, 
• 9-5:30 DAILY 
Swimmers Open Season 
· By Da,-e Rive, ' 
·1 he Ithaca ( ollege ,w1mmer, 
got ,,11 to an opt1m1,11c ,tart th1, 
weel hy ~phttmg 11'> l1r,t two 
meet'>, hath at the opponent', 
pr,111,. On ,..iturday. Ithaca 
travelled t,, powerful Oneonta. 
;ind, weakened even I urther by 
the addit 1onal ..ibwnLe'> ot ace 
,primer Jay '.\ld";ml<.!y and Peter 
1,odge tor the c.lay. bowed 
64-47. 
Notes 
The wm came on Tuesday at 
S.l.J.'\'.Y. at Binghamton. The 
Ima! ,core wa, 62-51, hut the 
margin could eas1l} have been 
much greater. 
Oneonta 
C o-.:aptain Jim Stahl 
excelled for the Bombers, 
capturing a first m the 200 I.M., 
ju,t ,ccond, off l11s record tune 
of 2 :08 .3, set at Hobart last 
March. Swimming his fastest 200 
Bi\SKLTBALL SCORING LEADERS 
l'ro League-Bruce Bohlander(Nads)-24 points one game 
Ser111-pro-Tom Mcn:cr(Tods)-26 points 2 games 
< ollegc-Mark 81c71nski(Willys}-26 points 2 games 
W1nt1.:r Vollcyhall kaguc, arc now formmg. Rosters arc available 
in the M.l.i\./\. olf1cc. Team ro,tcrs should have no less than 8 and 
no more than ten men with no resident restrictions. Rosters arc due 
hack at the M.1 /\.A office by December 15th. 
·1 he capta111·~ meeting i, scheduled to take place on Jan. 17th, 
l<J73, at<, 30 in the Bowling Alley. Play st.iris the 22nd. Games are 
~cheduleu to ,tart at 6·00 prn Mon. thru Thurs. These t11nes will not 
mlerlerc with ba,ketball. 
i\n ofl,hoot of the regular M.I.A.A. Volleyball program, the 
co-n:c volkyhall program hope, to add new interest to the regular 
volleyhall. Roster, are available in the M.I.A.A. office. Teams must 
have at lca~t 5 men and 5 worncn .. Thc maximum number is 12, and 
at least 3 girls must play at all times. The Captain's meeting is 
scheduled for Jan. 17th at 7:30 in P-5. 
yd. Back Stroke time in his 
career. Stahl ,,·as rou..:hed our b> 
a m~re t<'nth of J second. hJv111g 
to ,.:ttk for ,ec·ond pl,1c·e m that 
e1ent. Stahl c'nLkd the Lia> wnh 
a tlurd in the 200 }d. Brea~t 
Stroke. Pelt' Edelmann took a 
seL·ond 1n the 2 00 Free. Pek 
Carr c,1pturt!d second 111 the ·2 00 
Fly: Frosh Steve Leitzinger 
added a ~econd 111 the 5 0 Free. 
Due to an injured thumb. 
Distance Freestyler Bud 
Rimbault could manage only a 
third m the l 000 Free. Frosh 
Craig Ross. Oave W1lhams, and 
Leitzinger also added to I c.·s 
scoring m the meet. 
Sur pr! s Ing freshman. Scot I 
Hrndler came through wllh a 
first and a third place in the' 
one-meter required and optional 
diving, respectively, wl111<! 
veteran Conrad Markert added a 
third and a second, respectively. 
Both relays went to the lthacans 
through d 1squal1fications of 
Oneonta's relay teams. "We 
probably would have scored 
those relay points elsewhere in 
th c meet without those 
d1squahfo.:at1ons 1f we h,1d been 
at full strength," remarked 
Coach Bill Ware. 
S_U.N.Y. at Binghamton 
Thi.: Merman 
o.:nJoyo.:d a brighter day (and a 
shorter bus rick) at Binghamton. 
They started things off right, by 
taking the opening 400 yd. 
Medley Relay by a wide margin, 
with the team of Stahl, Peter 
Dodge, Pete Carr, and Jay 
McGinlcy. Bud R1mbault, 11-~==========;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~=:i recover rn g from his thumb 
'! injury was a triple winner that 
day, stroking through to 
important victories m the 1000 
CJ " Joni~i/,[ 
ELEGANCE IN 
ITALIAN 
FOOD -SERVICE - DECOR 
FOR YOUR 
DINING PLEASURE 
~ 30 - 11 30 DAILY 
, yd. Freestyle, the 200 yd. Free, 
and the 5 00 :Free. After three 
.· false starts, and about five 
r minutes of frayed nerves on the 
part of everyone at the meet, the 
50 yd. Free finally started, and 
ended with a pleasant surprise 
for Coach Ware's team_ Pete 
Carr, shaved down for the meet, 
c x ploded for first place, just 
hundredths of a second ahead of 
teammate Jay McGinlcy. 
Binghamton's ace sprinter had to 
The lth3can. Dt'CL'mber 8. I <J7 2 Page 17 
settle for third. as I.C. pulled oil thirds 111 the 200 I.M. and the 
an unexpected sweep. StJhl 200 Bre.1st .. 111d fro,h Jim Sn11th 
came through for two more ..iddl'd ,I third 1n the· 200 Frel'. 
firsts. 1n the 200 1.1\1 .. Jnd the 
200 8J..:k. lk 1101\' IS JllSt -12 
points awJy from beL·om111g 
I.C.'s all-time kading scorer. 
Scott H..indkr anJ Conr,1d 
Markert gave 1.C. sweeps 111 both 
the one meter and three' meter 
diving evo.:nt,, with a fHst and 
second place apiece. McGmley 
added a second m the 100 Free. 
Just touching out the 
newly reJt111evated Carr. 
who swam his best fifty and 
100 ·Free events in !us I .C. career 
that day. Peter Dodge added two 
The lth.lL'Jlls now move on to 
Alfred on cJrurJ.1y mg.hi for J 
7 .00 mec'I. Altrt·J 1s relal1vdy 
unknown. str,·ngth-w1se. only in 
Its first year of varsity swimming 
co111pet1t1011. I.C. should do 
fairly WL'II. J'hc· IL'am 1s 
1111prov111g dJy by dJy .. ind team 
spmt is reall} hegm111ng to pIL'k 
lip 
UNIVERSITY DELICATESSEN 
& 
SANDWICH SHOP 
--l-00 ( 'nllegc :\ \'L'. 
SUB\1/\RINl·.S 
IIOMLMADI· 
.-\ l. L 
CIU·l·SI· 
so I) \ s 
C.\ KI· 
SOFT ICE CRL\\1 Bl l R Io ( ,() 
WI:-. Dl::LIVFR ro TIil-: l.C. C.\\1Pl:s 
SUNDAY I Ill IRS I).-\ Y 
Open 
( except 
~vi id night 
2 7 3.tJ3--l4 
27J-t)7,2() 
24 hours daily 
Sat. dosing J am) 
_ II 11111111111111111 1111111 I 111111111111 1111 I II 1111111111111 I II 1111111111111111111111111111 II'= 
··I 2'/2-suou 
109 N CAYUGA ST. 
IOown-Town lthJcJ) 
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Beautiful Fragrance of Music I 
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fOberge, Love, & Many More i 
~ns. Cologne Eng Leather, ' , g 
. -$"'-'':.:\. Brute,_ British Sterling.... . -·~,. : 
-I · &· -·Many More : , ... i f«nllf-----~ '. ,,·:~: 
I: ,.,_c Freshness is9~~~leff3llle~, I\ . .' : 
t ,,~.,_,.,.,. -I · .. ,l( I 
I NEW LOW FILM-PRICE • 
• • e ALL ,FILMS NOW DISCOUNTED e 
• • • le THE . • . C{fl(1, fiTfllP5 ~ i 
= 
-
-
-
-
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Turtle neck tops · 
reg 10.00 
6.90 
skinny ribbed turtle necks to top 
off pants, jeans, or skirts. Made 
of -100% acrylic in assor~ed colors. 
Junior sizes 
...... , .. 
For guy& or'glrls, unisex -pants of 65% 
polyester and 35,;;, rayon. Styled 'wTth the .. 
high rise waist and wide cuffed legs. ,. 
As~orted color~ S1Les 5/6-l 5/ 16 for her 
and 27-34 wai,t and 30-34 length tor him. 
BEl TlR SPORTSWEAR SECOND FLOOR 
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IC Grid Stars Lauded 
ltha1...i College Senior~ Mark 
Boronsk1 r,1 Ware. Mass., Randy 
(;arrett of Roche~ler, N.Y. and 
Denni~ Leydt::n of Dansville, 
:-.1.Y. have heen named to the 
New York Stale Sportswriters 
all-~tar football team. 
Boron~k i was a standout at 
offensive guard this year and was 
a major reason why l .C.'s 
wi~hhone offense set a school 
one ~ca~on rushing Mark"of2225 
yards. A three letter winner at 
Ithaca, he wa~ selected as the 
learn'~ honorary offensive 
captain thb year for his 
outstanding work. 
c;arrctt wa~ a walk-on al I.C., 
but started every varsity game he 
played in. A defensive end as a 
sophomore, he was switched to 
offensive tackle as a junior. He 
was moved back to defensive 
end this season, and led the team 
in tackles with 103. The coaches 
selected him as the winner of the 
team's "Whistlesman Award", 
which is given to the player who 
shows outstanding ability and 
leadership. 
Leyden was Mr. Everything 
for Ithaca during the past three 
years. He set New York State 
· game, season and career records 
for kickoff returns and kickoff 
return yardage, averaging 24.4 
yards for 55 returns. 
A linebacker for two years, he 
was moved to defensive halfback 
this· fall, and intercepted seven 
passes to set a school one season 
record. 
A.ll three players were named 
to the Independent College 
Athletic Conference all-star team 
this season, and all three are 
physical education majors at 
Ithaca· 
Boronski is the son of Mr. and 
Mrs. Walter Boronski of Ware 
Center in Ware, and is a 1969 
graduate of Ware High School 
where he played his football 
: 1 , i , 1 • ,_ ... I Bnt 6.95 
ONLY ON MONDAYS 
lout Prime !lbs af Beef 
.All the Champapa you cm a:Iu 
Steak BJ. Grape . 6.95 
ONLY ON TUESDAYS 
Gmrou llb. Sirloin .. ~, .. 
All the Sp.rkling hrguD!:, you ca1· atju· 
leef&Ale · US 
ONLY ON WEDNESDAYS 
ltoa.st Prime Ribs af Beef 
All the :Draught Jeer or Ale you can drink 
Strait & Spirit& 6.95 
ONLY ON THURSDAYS 
amrou 11b. mr1mn· Stat·· 
All the Drinks you cu ariu with Diwr 
Elmira Road, Ithaca, N.Y. Res.: 272-6484 
I -
.. ,.· .... · 
• • r •, 
~- ... :·-~ .- :- ·· . . -. . ., : . ·:-'5......,.~~~Jlw~.~~~~~M:~~-.. :-~~ 
under Bob Becker. Leyden is the son of Mr. and 
Garrett is the son -~f M~- aP;d ;:l\Jr,s .. -!,ohn ,Leyde~ ·Jir~Dansville, .. ; 
l\lrs. Frank Garrett of :!:!l and is a 1969 graduate of 
Bancroft 0-. in Rochester. and is .... ,Dan. ·C-irnlral°'"Rig1i_,. c 00 
~ 1969 graduate of Peddie where he played his football 
School where he played his.· ':'under ·Tom Vog,t. a·n·d Pat 
F 
.q 
~ football under Tony Merola. O'Neill. · 
\ 
• .:"!. 
-· .. ,, 
1973. Soccer. Co-captains· ·Elected,~ 
. ' ( :f)~"' 
Junior goaltender Tom Blank 
of Rye, N.Y. andsophomore 
forward Abby Al-Muhailani of 
Kuwait have. been elected 
co-captains of the 1973 Ithaca 
College soccer team. 
Al-Muhailani was 
not recruited by J.C. and was 
an unknown until the first day 
of varsity practice in his 
freshman year. It was a lucky 
day for Ithaca, since "Abby" has 
been the Ithacans scoring leader 
in each of the past two seasons. 
As a freshman, he tallied 
seven goals and four assists for 
11 points, and this past year 
scored seven goals and added 
five assists for 12 points. 
Al-Muhailani has been named to 
the Independent College Athletic 
Conference All-Star Team, in 
each of the past two seasons. He 
was t.he leading Conference 
scorer as a freshman, and was 
number tw_o this year. 
Blank earned his third varsity 
letter, this past fall, while 
starting nine games for J.C., 
allowing 2 .5 5 goals and 
averaging ten saves per start. He 
saw part-time action as a 
freshman and sophomore. 
Blank, who is majoring in 
Physical Education at Ithaca, is 
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Seymour 
)Jlank of ~ Newbury· Place in 
Rye. He is a 1970 graduate of 
Rye High School, where he 
played his soccer under Louis 
Gallo. 
Al-Muhailani, a Physical 
Therapy major at Ithaca, is the 
brother of Mr. Abdullah Saleh 
AI-Muhailani of P .0. Box 4492 
in Kuwait. He is a 1971 graduate 
of J.F. Kennedy High Schooi 
(Md.) where he played his soccer 
under Richard Miller. 
Hollowell Stars 
Stanley Gay of 32 E. Main 
Street in Canisteo, and a 1969· 
graduate of Canisteo Central 
High School where he played his 
basketball under Don Kratzer. 
it took Ithaca College's 
basketball captain Dave 
Hollowell a little time to warm 
up, but when he did the 6-3 
all-american from Canisteo, New 
York gave evidence that he was 
set for a big year. · 
"Olly" scored just 14 points Sports Shorts, . 
in the season opening win over r-----------_;;·-~·-· .:..· a 
MI A A Volleyball rosters and 
rules for Volleyball are available'. 
Both regular and Co-Ed Ieagties·· 1 
will be starting right after 
Christmas vacation. 
Elmira (79-69). Two nights later, 
however, he tallied 30 points 
and eight rebounds as Ithaca 
won the tourney championship 
with a 69-58 decision over RPI. 
For his overall efforts, Hollowell 
·was selected as the tournament's t-------------...... ....,. 
A Pre Sea·son Ski 
most valuable performer and was 
named to the five man all-star Conditioning program -is offered· 
team. to all who are interested for free ... 
Two qualified instructors· 
A senior art major at Ithaca Tuesday a!}d Thursday night~ 
Hollowell is the son of Mrs: 7 :00 p.m. Gym Balcony. 
MAYERS SMOKE SHOP 
S_pecioliailt9 i11 .. . 
ALL SMOKERS' SUPP-LIES 
PAPER BOUND BOOKS 
PIPE REPAIRS 
., 
MAGA-ZIN ES 
_;-NEWSPAPERS 
N.est to Strand Theater 
Lool for ·the' oran·i~ ·awnings 
.. .. - .. ... -·- .... -
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1111 IAA Basketball 
S'tandings 
By Dave Rives 
W i l.h jusl three weeks left 
u n l i I C'hrislmas vacation, . the . 
win Lcr sports season is moving 
Jlong "quite well" according to 
llerh Broadwell. Broadwell 
spc.:1,1lalcs on the possibility of a 
haskclhall learn re-alignment 
a rte r l he completion of the 
~cason's first round rohin. More 
evenly matched competition is 
hoped for. 
BASKETBALL STANDINGS 
Pro League 
East 
I.C:Jlll 
I ,1st Time Around 
OEK 
N.C. Ti:rro_rs 
Ddta_Kappa 
w I pct gb 
3 0 1.000-
2 0 1.000 1/2 
3·1 .75.Ql/2 
2 3 .400 2 
A.LS. I 2 .333 2 
!"he 7.ip ,J 2 .000 2 1/2 
llseasei, Pf?ssessed O 5 .000 4 
West 
lCJill w I pct gb 
lln!1ingi;d and Doorless5 0 1.000 
Nads 
Rl·vcngc 
Knid;s 
llltn Rocks 
lll·rd 
lihuru Un Ujimma 
4 0 1.000 1/2 
4 I .800 I 
2 3 .400 3 
14 .20004 
0 3 .0004 
0 3 .000 4 
Semi-Pro 
East 
team w I pct gb 
Silver Tongued Devils 4 I .800 ~ 
Polish Nation 4 I .800-
Talcott Tods 4 I .800 -
The Gang 2 3 .400 2 
One Step Beyond 2 3 .400 2 
Trix-R-4-Kids I 4 .200 3 
Golden Jacks 2 4 .200 3 
Varnaville C.C. 0 5 .000 4 
West 
team 
The Outcasts 
Bad ''M" 
HHH Revisited 
Holmes Hawks 
The Fifth 
Turkeyss, 
Pi Lam"A" 
Space Cowboys 
Flash Some 
w I pct gb 
4 0 1.000 -
4 0 1.000 -
3 I .750 I 
2 2 .500 2 
2 2 .500 2 
2 3 .400 2 1/2 
I 3 .200 3 
14 .20031/2 
0 4 .000 4 
College 
team w I pct gb 
Willy and the Boys 5 0 1.000 -
B.A.M.F. 4 2 .667 I 1/2 
~rospect Manor II 3 2 .600 2 
Country Bums 3 2 .600 2 
Teen Queens 2 2 .SOO 2 1/2 
Prospect Manor I 3 3 .5 00 2 l /2 
R.E.H. 2 3 .400 3 
Tatkoites 
Pi Lam "B" 
l 4 .200 4 
05.0005 
::·'HAPPY'S HOUR" 
·: Friday and· Saturday 3-Sp.m. 
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." 
-~ Pitcher of Bud- $1.00 
50( 
.. 
. . ~ . . ... 
. t. 
. · ... 
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'Churches Are For Lovers' 
First Bapti~t m Dewitt Park 11 A.M. 
~TJ>~T§ ·~~~~--
INCRf.DIBLE COLLECTION OF -
**IIJD .. l~Dl t!flll~l~ 
ANp CRAFTS BY LOCAL ARTISANS 
SUPER SWEATERS, ICAIIVES 
CAPESSCOATS 
...... CASUAL AND ELEGANT ...... 
we·re htrons ol die Arts! . ·. 
• MID lllllll IIIRll l'AIT • 
. THE MOST UNUSUAL 
*** JI!J~J!JL~~ *** 
lNVIJJll(tlfiW IOIFYI 
- IN OUR. AUTHENTIC. OLD. PHARMACY 
. PERFUMES. SCENTS POWDERS 'CREMES ·TOILETRIES ETC 
1 ALL TOO NUMEROUS TO MENTION 1 
~.A..N':Dor:..a 
C . au~ u.a4 ;n tl.i4 P ) .. · T!fof.~NX~.~IJ.h.~S . .·. 
·.. _J/tli. . . . 
. unforg,lla6le if, from . . ' 
• JlooliJne 8ia88 &mt;que 
112.N. Aurora-Street • lthica; Ne\\' York 14850 • Phone (607) ~73-8888 
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TERM 
CORTLAND COUNTY 
NEW YORK 
• 1 
NT 
f 
I~_:_:, 140 Acres-10-miles of slopes, bowls and trails; 6-miles lighted : for night skiing-Two -T-::JJars .and two Double Chair Lifts (4300' 
,~ and 3100'); 40-acre Super Bowl; PSIA Member Ski School; Alpine i~ Ski Racing for everyone; Friday Ski-A-Thon 'til 1 :AM; Snow Mak-
r] ing; Cafeteria; Apres Sid Lounge; Men's and Women's Dorms; 
Wj Day,½ Day & Day/Night Rates. Diners Club, Mastercharge and _ 
'- Bankamericard honored. . · . . . 
·~· .::_~· ~-
1
,•;; .~~-a:.:.:'-.~~~~.,;~'t·6:15?4tf¾':tffl:St$?i4i¾i§$f!&ttr,Mlt4'§..4r®CU.&imMS!MtUA&i¾ittfftma®itif»@Nthe-;,tWSfU:S•*$.1imMffl.'9!ei:,tg/!!&$?i~:.§,MtetnN§4\fl$&4@N¥tMWMW!AA~ 
REGISTER 
f@r the INTERMONT Ski Program 
December 7-8 & --11--12 
£g/Jert Union 'Lo/J/Jy 10 A.At. to J P.M. 
LESSONS Wednesday Nights 7 weeks /Jeginning January 2'1 
• •• • 
Those who sign up for the 
program are elJs,ible for 
discounts on lift tickets at 
other times than lesson nights. 
--=---' • , __ _ r-------- ---------
R\l\°t-tUTtff 
ll•s.t.\L,l 
N 
W--1 
s 
CE WITT 
f..\VfTTE\'ILLE 
Rt 91 10 park 
at rhe bonom, 
RI 41 to park 
at the 1op 
1912 • 73 OPBA TING SCHEDULE 
• Mon~y:thru Thursday 9:AM-10:30 PM 
Friday 9:AM-1:AM Saturday"-&.Holidays 7:AM-10:30 PM Sunday 7:AM-5:PM \ 
Lifts run continuously during hours of operation. 
IIAllS Week-mys Weekends & Holi<Hvs. 
All ½ Day/_ Dawn Ali' ½ Day/ 
~ Da_y ~ ~ ~ ~ Night 
ADULTS S5.00 "S3.00 $4.00 S4.00 $6.50 S5.00 $4.50 
JUNl()IIS 113& under) S4.00 S2.00 S3.50 S3.50 SS.50 $3.50 ·$4.00 
NO\'ICE Slopes S2.50 · S3.S0 
Night Skiing 16:PM.· 10:30PM MQnday.thru Saturdc)y ...... : .................................. $3.00 
Friday·Ski•A· Thon 16: PM-.1 :AM) S4.00 
Dawn Patrol 17:.AM-10:AM) ............... , ................................. Weekends and.Holidays . 
.Day/Night t3:PM-10:30PM) ................... , ........................................ All operating days .0 ,; 
CORn.AN~:'fiOUNTY .. 
NEW YORK · 
' ....... ·: .... 
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